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Given the present consensus that the solar cycle dynamo is operating in a thin

"overshoot layer" between the convection zone and the radiative interior, this

dissertation studies the dynamics of transporting toroidal magnetic flux from the

dynamo layer to the Sun's photosphere. I have carried out numerical simulations of

the buoyant rise of toroidal magnetic flux tubes through the convection zone in the

form of emerging loops, whose footpoints remain anchored in the overshoot layer.

My major conclusions are: 1) As each loop rises due to buoyancy, the Coriolis

force transports mass out of the leading leg (leading in the direction of rotation)

into the following leg of the loop, and causes the field strength in the loop's leading

leg to be twice that in the following. This field strength asymmetry naturally

explains the observed more compact and less fragmented morphology of the leading

polarity of an active region compared to its following polarity. 2) The Coriolis

force induced by the diverging east-west velocity near the apex of a rising loop acts

to twist the loop, and produces a tilt angle upon emergence. For reasonable choices

of toroidal field strength 3x104 G ~ B 0 ~ 9x104 G, the computed tilt angles are

consistent with the sign, magnitude and latitudinal variation of the observed active

region tilt angles. The variation of the computed tilt angle a with the characteristic

field strength B, latitude e, and the total flux <I> of the loop can be described by the

scaling law: a DC sin eB -5/4 <1>114. However, for toroidal fields B 0 $ 2x 104 G, loops

emerge with tilts that are opposite from those of most active regions. 3) The

latitudes of loop emergence are consistent with the observed butterfly diagram
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assuming a dynamo wave propagating from 30° latitude to the equator at the base

of the convection zone. In the case of solid-body rotation, a toroidal field

B 0 :;::: 6x104 G is required to avoid a significant equatorial gap, but if differential

rotation is included, B 0 ~ 3x104 G leads to an acceptable butterfly diagram.
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CHAMfER 11

INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Solar Cycle and Properties of Bipolar Magnetic Regions

The Sun's large scale magnetic field at the photosphere (the visible surface of

the Sun) is far from being a smooth dipole configuration. Looking at a full disk

magnetogram (a map showing spatially the line of sight flux density of the magnetic

field) of the solar photosphere (see Figure 1.1), one finds areas of concentrated

magnetic flux, called active regions, confined to two latitudinal belts which are

located nearly symmetrically on the two hemispheres. These active regions are

essentially bipolar magnetic regions: i.e. each contains two spatial parts of opposite

magnetic polarities with magnetic field lines going in and out of the photosphere

respectively. The nearly east-west orientation of the axis connecting the two

polarities of each active region suggests the existence of strong toroidal (east-west)

magnetic fields beneath the surface.

Active regions are so named because they are usually centers of various forms

of solar activity (such as solar flares) and are sites of X-ray emitting coronal loops

like those seen in the soft X-ray images taken by the Yohkoh satellite. Solar

activity affects the terrestrial environment by changing the solar irradiance and

enhancing the input of Xvrays, ultraviolet radiation, and energetic particles into the

Earth's atmosphere.
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An active region usually contains sunspots, and then is also called a sunspot

group. Sunspots are dark spots seen on the solar photosphere. They are dark

because they are cooler than their surroundings and coincide with the most intense

concentrations of magnetic flux at the Sun's surface. A well developed sunspot has

a radius of order of 104 km, and a flux density of about 2000 to 3000 G. Although

the detailed magnetic morphology varies substantially among individual active

regions, the overall behavior of active regions is remarkably organized and they

share some intriguing, common features.

It was first discovered by Schwabe in 1834 that the sunspot number at the

solar swface appears to oscillate with a period of about 11 years, which is therefore

referred to as the sunspot cycle or the solar cycle. Later observations by Carrington

and Sporer discovered that the two belts of sunspot groups or active regions on the

two hemisphere migrate steadily toward the equator during each Ll-year solar cycle.

This phenomena is generally referred to as Sporer's Jaw and is best described by

the famous butterfly diagram first drawn by Maunder (1922), which shows the

latitude distribution of sunspot groups as a function of time (see Figure 1.2). One

can see from Figure 1.2 that the vast majority of sunspots occur between the

equator and latitudes ±35°, and that the average latitude of sunspots decreases

monotonically from the beginning to the end of each solar cycle.

Further discoveries were made by Hale (1908, 1924) who proved the magnetic

nature of sunspots and put forward the Hale's polarity laws of sunspot groups or

active regions. It was found that the leading polarities (leading in the direction of
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solar rotation) of nearly all active regions on one hemisphere are the same and are

opposite to those on the other hemisphere (see e.g. Figure 1.1). The overall polarity

orientation of active regions in each hemisphere remains unchanged during anyone

ll-year cycle and reverses with the beginning of the next cycle. The reversal of

polarities begins with the appearance of active regions of the new cycle at mid

latitudes, while the active regions of the old cycle may still be present near the

equator. The magnetic fields at the solar north and south poles are also found to

reverse sign every 11 years near sunspot maximum (i.e. near the middle of a

sunspot cycle). Therefore, the complete magnetic cycle, which corresponds to the

interval between successive appearances at mid-latitudes of active regions with the

same polarity arrangement, is in fact about 22 years.

Besides their highly organized behavior during each solar cycle, active regions

are found to possess some interesting asymmetries between their leading and

following polarities. Observations show that the axis connecting the leading and

following polarities of each active region is nearly east-west oriented (or toroidal),

but shows a small tilt relative to the east-west direction with the leading polarity of

the region being slightly closer to the equator than the following. This observation

of active region tilts is originally summarized in Hale et. al (1919), and is generally

referred to as Joy's law. Another intriguing asymmetry is found in the morphology

of the leading and following polarities of an active region. The flux of the leading

polarity is mostly concentrated in large well-formed sunspots, whereas the flux of

the following polarity tends to be more dispersed and fragmented. Furthermore, the
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leading spots of an active region tend to be larger in area, fewer in numbers and

have a longer lifetime than following polarity spots (e.g. Bray & Loughhead 1979,

pp. 226-236).

1.2. Location of the Solar Dynamo

The cyclic behavior of the Sun's large scale magnetic field with a period of

about 22 years is believed to be sustained by some kind of dynamo mechanism

operating in the solar interior. Although decades of theoretical effort have been

expended on the generation and maintenance of magnetic fields on the Sun, the

solar cycle phenomenon remains poorly understood. An early phenomenological

model of the solar cycle, which successfully described some essential features of

the cycle, such as Sporer's law of sunspot latitudes, Hale's polarity laws, and the

reversal of the polar fields, was put forward by Babcock (1961) and Leighton

(1964, 1969). The basic picture is that a weak poloidal (north-south) magnetic field

that exists below the surface at sunspot minimum is subsequently stretched and

amplified into a strong toroidal magnetic field by solar differential rotation. When

the strength of the toroidal magnetic field reaches some critical value, loops of

toroidal magnetic flux erupt to the surface to form bipolar magnetic regions, and

also dissipate the toroidal magnetic field. In the process of rising to the surface, the

loops are twisted by the Coriolis force which can lead to the observed tilt angles of

bipolar magnetic regions. Because of the tilt of the magnetic regions, a poloidal

component of the field is generated which is opposite in direction to the original
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poloidal field. Supergranular diffusion then transports the poloidal component of

the erupted flux across latitudes and reverses the polar fields. The Babcock

Leighton model, although largely schematic, still holds today as a qualitative

explanation of the solar cycle.

The theoretically more rigorous kinematic dynamo that can sustain an

oscillatory large scale magnetic field is the mean-field dynamo theory initially

proposed by Parker (1955) and formally developed in a series of papers by

Steenbeck, Krause and Radler (translated into English by Roberts & Stix 1971; see

also reviews by Cowling 1981, and Stix 1981). A kinematic dynamo means that

the velocity field is taken as given, and the reaction of magnetic stresses on the

flow is neglected. Based on the mean-field dynamo model, the toroidal component

of the Sun's large scale magnetic field is amplified by the action of differential

rotation (called the co-effect). The poloidal component is regenerated from the

toroidal component by the averaged effect of small-scale helical motions in the

convection zone, called the a-effect. The a-effect is represented quantitatively in

the dynamo equation by a parameter ex which depends on the lifetime and helicity

of the small-scale convective motions. Thus the mean-field dynamo model for the

Sun is also sometimes referred to as the (l-CJ) dynamo. The mean-field dynamo

model operating in the solar convection zone can produce periodic wave solutions

(so-called dynamo waves) for the large scale magnetic field. The direction of

dynamo wave propagation depends on the sign of ex droldr, where dOlldr is the

radial gradient of rotation rate roo Given the sign of a in the bulk of convection
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zone, which depends on the sign of helicity (i.e. the preferred sense of rotation

correlated with the vertical motions of convective eddies), it is found that the

dynamo waves propagate equatorward (in agreement with Sporer's law), provided

that iJro/iJr < 0, i.e. the rotation rate increases with depth in the convection zone.

Although the kinematic mean-field dynamo model operating in the convection

zone has been successful at producing the cyclic behavior of the Sun's large scale

magnetic field and various essential features of the solar cycle (e.g. Sporer's law of

sunspot zones, Hale's polarity laws and polar field reversals), many underlying

assumptions used in the theory have been shown to be incorrect. Several recent

theoretical and observational developments suggest that the solar dynamo operates

not in the convection zone, but rather in a thin "overshoot layer" (with a thickness

of a few tenths of a pressure scale height) between the convection zone and the

radiative interior (see the review by DeLuca & Gilman 1991). There are two major

reasons for this shift. First, studies of the Sun's internal rotation rate, as determined

from observations of solar p-mode splittings (Brown et al 1989; Dziembowski,

Goode, and Libbrecht 1989; Goode et al 1991) show that there is virtually no

variation of rotation rate with depth in the convection zone; the surface pattern of

differential rotation with latitude is apparently preserved throughout the convection

zone. The radiative core, on the other hand, rotates nearly rigidly at a rate

approximately equal to that at ±30° latitudes in the convection. Thus, the

significant increase of rotation rate with depth, required by the mean-field dynamo

model to produce the equatorward migration of toroidal magnetic field at a rate
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consistent with the butterfly diagram, does not exist in the bulk of the convection

zone. A way to resolve this difficulty is to place the dynamo in the thin overshoot

layer at the base of the convection zone, where the temperature stratification is

convectively stable, but turbulent motions are still present because of convective

overshooting. The overshoot layer is a transition layer where the solar rotation

changes from the latitudinal differential rotation profile of the bulk of the

convection zone to solid body rotation in the radiative core. Therefore, in this

layer, the rotation rate should vary steeply with depth, with the radial gradient

dcoldr > 0 in low latitudes, and droldr < 0 in high latitudes. It is shown that the

sign of a (which depends on the sign of helicity) is reversed at the base of the

convection zone compared to that in the bulk of the convection zone above

(Glatzrnaier 1985, Gilman 1983). Thus, the mean-field dynamo model, operating in

the overshoot layers, can produce equatorward migrating dynamo waves in low

latitudes (roughly between BO° latitudes) of the overshoot region, where d(J)/dr > 0

(see e.g. DeLuca & Gilman 1991).

The second main reason that dynamo action is unlikely to take place in the

bulk of the convection zone is the magnetic buoyancy of the toroidal fields (Parker

1975, Spiegel & Weiss 1980, Moreno-Insertis 1986, Chou & Fisher 1989). Parker

(1975) pointed out that the nearly east-west oriented bipolar magnetic regions at the

surface of the Sun require an extensive subsurface toroidal magnetic field with field

strength at least of order 102 G. Toroidal fields at this strength will be brought to

the surface by magnetic buoyancy in a time much shorter than the solar cycle.
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Furthermore, as will be discussed in §1.3, magnetic flux in the convection zone is

most likely concentrated into discrete flux tubes of high field strengths (as much as

104 G). According to dynamic simulations (e.g. Chou & Fisher 1989), these strong

flux tubes erupt to the surface on time scales of only a few months. Parker

(l987a,b) suggested one possible mechanism that might help to retain toroidal flux

tubes in the deep convection zone. He argued that a cold "thermal shadow" forms

above the toroidal magnetic field and presses the field downward against its

buoyancy. However, in order for the thermal shadow to be capable of suppressing

the buoyancy of 104 G field, the diameter of the toroidal flux tube needs to be at

least twice the pressure scale height. In an analytical calculation of the stability of

toroidal flux tubes, Spruit & van Ballegooijen (l982a,b) showed that there is no

stable configuration for a toroidal flux tube lying entirely in the convection zone.

Thus, due to magnetic buoyancy, dynamo processes do not have sufficient time to

operate before magnetic flux is removed from the convection zone. In contrast,

because of its stable subadiabatic stratification, the overshoot region is capable of

retaining a sufficient amount of magnetic flux with field strength on the order of 104

G for a much longer time scale (van Ballegooijen 1982).

For the above reasons, it has become widely believed that the solar dynamo

mechanism operates in the thin convective overshoot layer, rather than in the bulk

of the convection zone. As a result, toroidal magnetic fields generated by the

dynamo process must traverse the entire convection zone before they can emerge to

form the observed active regions at the photosphere. The objective of this

8
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dissertation is to obtain a physical understanding of how magnetic flux emerges

through the convection zone to the surface of the Sun, where it is observed. We

intend to investigate the origirn of various observed properties of active regions and

to determine how the emergence of active region flux tubes varies with the

conditions of the toroidal magnetic fields generated by the dynamo.

1.3. The Fibril Form of Solar Magnetic Fields

High resolution magnetograph observations have shown that solar photospheric

magnetic fields are in a fibril state, i.e. in the form of discrete flux tubes of high

field strength (B ~ 1& G), surrounded by nearly field free gas (e.g. Zwaan 1987,

Stenflo 1989). Flux tube size scales are distributed over a wide range, varying from

sunspots to very small "elementary" flux tubes. The diameter of a single flux tube

can be as small as 102 km, and yet can still have a flux density as high as several

kilogauss. Although observations of photospheric magnetic fields tell us little about

the morphology of magnetic fields in the solar interior, it is generally believed that

at least throughout the convection zone (and perhaps even in the overshoot layer),

magnetic fields are also concentrated into thin tubes surrounded by field free

plasma.

One mechanism that can concentrate magnetic flux in a turbulent conducting

fluid, such as the solar convection zone, into high field strength flux tubes is a

process known as "flux expulsion", i.e. magnetic fields are expelled from the

interiors of convecting cells into the boundaries. This process has been studied



(1.1)

through both two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical simulations of

interaction between convection and magnetic fields (e.g. Galloway & Weiss 1981;

Galloway & Proctor 1983; Nordlund et 31. 1992). In particular, the three-

dimensional simulations by Nordlund et at. (1992) strongly support the formation of

magnetic flux tubes in the convection woe by flux expulsion. The magnetic flux

tubes thus formed should have a field strength of the equipartition value Beq , at

which the magnetic pressure balances the kinetic energy density of the convective

motions, i.e.

Be/ 1 2
~ = "2Pu ,

where p is the density of convection zone plasma and u is the velocity of

convective motions.

In addition, Parker (1984) put forward an interesting argument that supports

the fibril nature of magnetic fields in the solar convection zone. He pointed out that

the total energy of the atmosphere (thermal + gravitation + magnetic) is reduced by

adopting a fibril state of the field which avoids the magnetic inhibition of the

convective overturning. Assuming an idealized polytropic atmosphere, he was able

to derive the filling factor of magnetic fields that corresponds to the minimum total

energy state of the atmosphere. By applying an appropriate polytropic index for the

solar convection zone, he computed the filling factor which yielded fibril magnetic

fields of about 1-5 kG, roughly in agreement with the observed fibril fields at the

solar surface.
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Since both observational evidence and theoretical arguments support the fibril

picture of solar magnetic fields, the concept of an isolated magnetic flux tube has

been developed and widely used in solar magnetic field modeling (see e.g. Parker

1979a p.123). It is generally believed that the formation of active regions at the

solar photosphere results from the buoyant rising of toroidal magnetic flux tubes

from the base of the convection zone. Studying the dynamic evolution of magnetic

flux tubes, therefore, is essential to understanding the physical process of magnetic

flux transport from the dynamo layer to the surface.

1.4. Dynamics or Thin Flux Tubes

In ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). a flux tube is defined as a tube of

concentrated magnetic field lines, embedded in a fluid of infinite electric

conductivity. The magnetic flux through any cross section of the tube remains

constant and the tube is separated from the ambient un-magnetized plasma by a

surface current around the tube. If the tube is thin, i.e., the diameter of the cross

section of the tube is small in comparison with [he length scale of variation along

the tube, e.g. the radius of curvature of the tube and the scale height of the

surrounding fluid, then one can apply the thin flux tube approximation (Parker

1979a p.123; Spruit 1981) to simplify the model. Under this approximation, all

physical quantities inside the tube, such as field strength, pressure, density, can be

averaged over the cross section of the tube so that they vary along the tube only.

11
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The model for the dynamic evolution of thin magnetic flux tubes was

formulated by Spruit (1981). Starting from the ideal MHD equations, he derived

the equation of motion for a thin untwisted magnetic flux tube embedded in a non-

magnetic compressible fluid in the presence of gravity. Using this model, many

authors have carried out studies of the dynamic properties of magnetic flux tubes in

the solar convection zone and the overshoot region, through both analytic

calculations and numerical simulations.

Spruit & van Ballegooijen (1982a,b) explored analytically the instability of a

thin toroidal flux tube against undulational perturbations, for various magnetic field

strengths and different atmospheric temperature stratifications. They found that

horizontal flux tubes in a plane parallel convection zone are unstable to

perturbations with wavelengths above a certain critical value. If the curvature of

stellar convective envelopes is taken into account, toroidal flux tubes will have

unstable modes provided that H Iro < 0.25, where ro is the radius of the toroidal

tubes, and H is the local pressure scale height of the surrounding plasma. For the

Sun, H Ir0 ~ 0.1, so there are unstable modes which correspond to undulational

perturbations of azimuthal order m = 0 through 4.

Various numerical simulations of the buoyant rising of thin magnetic flux

tubes in the solar convection zone have also been carried out. Moreno-Insertis

(1986) and Chou & Fisher (1989) performed two-dimensional numerical simulations

to study the emergence of magnetic flux tubes in a plane parallel solar convection

zone. They ignored the Coriolis force due to solar rotation so that the motion of

12



the rising flux tubes was confined to the vertical plane. They found that unstable

eruption of flux loops occurs if the perturbation wavelength is greater than a certain

critical value. The rise time is found to vary with the field strength and flux of the

initial horizontal tubes: greater field strengths and larger values of flux cause a

faster rising of the tube.

Simulations of the evolution of toroidal flux rings in a spherical convective

envelope, with the inclusion of the Coriolis force, were first carried out by

Choudhuri and collaborators (Choudhuri & Gilman 1987; Choudhuri 1989;

Choudhuri & D'Silva 1990; D'Silva & Choudhuri 1991, 1993). Choudhuri &

Gilman (1987) studied the axisymmetric rising (with respect to the rotation axis) of

toroidal flux rings in the solar convective envelope. It was found that for field

strengths at the bottom of the convection zone of order lOS G or less, the Coriolis

force plays a dominant role in the motion of the toroidal rings. Even if the rings

start out from low latitudes at the bottom, they follow a trajectory in the meridional

plane that is nearly parallel to the rotation axis and emerge at latitudes significantly

poleward of the observed sunspot zones.

The toroidal field strength at the bottom of the convection zone is highly

uncertain and is a free parameter in the simulations. However, it is argued that the

field strengths be at least the equipartition value (- 104 G), in order to avoid

complete disruption of rising flux tubes by convection and to explain the storage of

flux generated during a solar cycle in the thin overshoot layer (Zwaan 1978;

Galloway & Weiss 1981; Parker 1987c; van Ballegooijen 1982). On the other
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hand, values of field strength one order of magnitude higher than the equipartition

value (e.g. B > las G) are difficult to achieve by a turbulent mean-field dynamo in

the overshoot layer (DeLuca & Gilman 1986), since the Lorentz force from such

high field strengths will back-react strongly on the velocity field and halt the

dynamo action.

Choudhuri (1989) considered the non-axisymmetric rising of a toroidal flux

ring in the form of loop structures, and found that although the innermost portions

of the toroidal ring may remain anchored beneath the base of the convection zone,

the upper parts of the rising loops still tend to move parallel to the rotation axis and

emerge at high latitudes that are inconsistent with the sunspot zones. He therefore

concluded that generalizing the simulations to include non-axisymmetries does not

help to solve the problem of toroidal flux rings (with field strength less than lOS G)

emerging at latitudes higher than the sunspot zones.

In order to resolve the problem, Choudhuri & D'Silva (1990) and D'Silva &

Choudhuri (1991) examined the effects of convective turbulence and Kelvin

Helmholtz instability on the emergence of axisymmetric toroidal rings. They found

that in order for these effects to suppress the Coriolis force and make flux tubes of

_104 G field strengths emerge radially, the radii of the tubes must be less than a

few hundred kilometers. This limits the maximum flux carried by a flux tube to be

on the order of 1019 Mx, which is much smaller than the total flux seen in a typical

active region (l020 to 1022 Mx).
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Recent calculations by D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993), based on the same

numerical code used in Choudhuri (1989), examined the tilt angles produced by die

Coriolis force acting on rising flux loops. They found that the theoretically

calculated tilts match observations only if the initial magnetic field of the flux loops

lies in the range between 6x104 G and 1.6xlOS G. Field strengths greater than

1.6xl<P G lead to tilt angles too small in magnitude compared to the observed

values" On the other hand, field strengths smaller than 6x 104 G result in very high

latitudes of emergence and tilt angles that disobey the Joy's law (Hale et al. 1919).

1.5. Description or this Dissertation

As reviewed in § 1.4, previous three-dimensional simulations of flux eruption

through the convection zone have focused on the role that the Coriolis force plays

in determining the latitude of flux emergence and the tilt angles. In Chapter 2 of

this dissertation, we first develop a numerical model to follow the dynamic

evolution of a thin, closed magnetic flux tube moving in three dimensions in the

solar interior. We then apply our numerical model to simulate the three

dimensional non-axisymmetric eruption of a toroidal flux ring in the form of

emerging flux loops. We investigate the effect of the Coriolis force on the

evolution of other important physical quantities, such as the magnetic field strength

along an emerging loop, which can have important consequences for the subsequent

formation of an active region. The new results we obtain from this study (shown in

Chapter 2) shed light on the origin of a long-standing observed asymmetry of
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bipolar active regions: namely, that the flux of the preceding polarity of an active

region is mostly concentrated in large and coherent sunspots, whereas the flux of

the following polarity tends to be more dispersed and fragmented. We also find that

the inclusion of the aerodynamic drag force (which is ignored in the simulations by

Choudhuri 1989) can reduce the emerging latitudes of the loops.

In Chapter 3, we improve the numerical model of flux emergence by

modifying the eruption pattern of the initial toroidal ring. All previous simulations

of flux emergence in a three-dimensional spherical geometry (e.g. Choudhuri &

Gilman 1987, D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993) have assumed that the toroidal ring

either rises axisymrnetrically or is imposed with a periodic wave pattern so that

multiple loops emerge simultaneously. Such coherent eruption patterns for the

toroidal ring are very unlikely. The more plausible scenario is that only one

segment of the toroidal ring is perturbed into an unstable configuration at any given

time, and a single emerging flux loop arises from that segment. Thus, in Chapter 3,

we carry out simulations to study the emergence of a magnetic flux loop developed

from a single perturbed segment (with varying length scale) of a toroidal flux ring

lying slightly beneath the base of the convection zone. From these simulations, we

determine both the latitudes of emergence and the tilt angles of the loop, and

compare these results with observations. We find that the latitudes of emergence

obtained from these simulations of single emerging loops are significantly lower in

comparison with those from simulations of multiple emerging loops or

axisymmetric eruption. One important question we address is whether an
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equatorward propagating dynamo wave generated by, for example, a mean-field

dynamo operating in the overshoot layer (DeLuca & Gilman 1986) call lead to the

observed butterfly diagram of active region latitudes at the surface through flux

eruption. The answer to this question is essential for models of the overshoot layer

dynamo.

Furthermore, there has been no quantitative study of the influence of solar

differential rotation on the dynamics of rising flux loops. Therefore, in Chapter 3,

our modeling of flux loop emergence considers both solid-body rotation and

differential rotation consistent with recent results from helioseismology. A

comparison between the results from these two cases quantitatively determines the

effects of differential rotation on flux emergence.

Finally in Chapter 4, we summarize the conclusions of this dissertation and

discusses their implications for models of the solar cycle.
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Figure 1.1 A Kitt Peak full disk magnetograrn showing the line of sight intensity
of the photospheric magnetic field of the Sun. White color indicates field of
positive (north) polarity and black indicates field of negative (south) polarity.
Regions of concentrated magnetic flux, referred to as active regions, are confined to
two azimuthal belts located nearly symmetrically on the two hemispheres. Active
regions are in fact bipolar magnetic regions. It can be seen in this magnetogram
that the leading polarities (leading in the direction of solar rotation) of active
regions on the northern hemisphere are negative, and are opposite to those on the
southern hemisphere.
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Figure 1.2 Maunder's butterfly diagram, showing the distribution of sunspot
centers in heliographic latitude as a function of time (from Priest 1982).
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CHAP'lrEIR 2

THE ORIGIN OF MORPHOLOGICAL ASYMMETRIES IN

BIPOLAR ACTIVE REGIONS

Abstract

We have carried out a series of numerical simulations to study the non

axisymmetric eruption of a toroidal magnetic flux ring in the form of emerging flux

loops through the solar convective envelope. The innermost portions of the loops

are anchored beneath the base of the convection zone by the subadiabatic

temperature gradient of the underlying overshoot region. We find that as the

emerging loops approach the photosphere, the magnetic field strength of the leading

side (towards the direction of rotation) of each rising loop is about twice as large as

that of the following side at the same depth. This asymmetry in the field strength

develops as a result of the combined action of the Coriolis force and the anchoring

of the innermost portions of the emerging loops. As each loop rises, the Coriolis

force induces a flow within the rising loop which evacuates plasma out of the

leading side through the apex, and deposits it in the following side. The evacuation

of plasma out of the leading side of the rising loop results in an enhanced magnetic

field strength there compared to the following side. We argue that this result offers

a natural explanation for the observed fact that the preceding (leading) polarity of

an active region tends to be in the form of large well-formed sunspots, whereas the

following polarity tends to have a less organized and more fragmented appearance,
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and that the preceding spots tend to be larger in area, fewer in numbers and have a

longer lifetime than the following spots. We also find, as a result of our

simulations, that loops originally from latitudes less than 30° and with initial field

strengths ranging from 3xlO4 G to 9x104 G, all emerge at latitudes which are

consistent with the observed sunspot zones.
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z.n. Introduction

It has become widely accepted that the mechanism responsible for the solar

cycle dynamo probably does not operate within the bulk of the convection zone, but

is concentrated in a thin "overshoot" layer between the convection zone and the

radiative interior (Rosner 1980; Spiegel & Weiss 1980; Golub et ala 1981; Galloway

& Weiss 1981; van Ballegooijen 1982; Schmitt & Rosner 1983; DeLuca & Gilman

1986; Gilman, Morrow, & DeLuca 1989; DeLuca & Gilman 1991). Thus the

physics of transporting magnetic flux from the base of the convection zone to the

surface is an important part of the solar cycle. Observations have shown that

photospheric magnetic fields are in a fibril state, i.e. magnetic fields are in the form

of discrete flux tubes of high field strength, surrounded by nearly field free plasma

(see review by Stenflo 1989). Although these observations tell us little about the

structure of subsurface magnetic fields, it is expected that magnetic fields in the

convection zone are also in the form of discrete flux tubes. There are a variety of

physical arguments for why this should be the case (Galloway & Weiss 1981;

Galloway & Proctor 1983; Parker 1984, Schmitt & Rosner 1983, Nordlund et ala

1992). Therefore, studying the dynamics of individual magnetic flux tubes in the

solar convective envelope will provide important insights into the nature of

magnetic activity of the Sun.

The dynamic model of a thin magnetic flux tube was elucidated by Spruit

(1981), in which the "thin flux tube approximation" was introduced. In this

approximation, a flux tube can be treated as a space curve with all the physical
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quantities varying only along the curve, greatly simplifying the dynamic problem.

Based on this model, various numerical simulations of flux tube dynamics have

been carried out.

Moreno-Insertis (1986) and Chou & Fisher (1989) carried out two-dimensional

numerical simulations of the motion of a thin flux tube in a plane parallel

convection zone. In their calculations, the Coriolis force due to solar rotation was

ignored, so that the motion of the rising flux tube was confined to the vertical plane.

They found that a magnetic flux tube with field strength B ~ Beq (where Beq is the

kinetic energy density equipartition field strength), lying originally at the bottom of

the convection zone, is unstable against undulational perturbations with perturbing

wavelength larger than a critical value, and that magnetic buoyancy can bring

portions of the flux tube to the surface in a time scale of months. The rise time is

found to vary with field strength and total magnetic flux, with stronger fields and

larger values of flux leading to faster rising of the tube.

Numerical simulations of toroidal flux rings in a rotating spherical geometry,

and with the inclusion of the Coriolis force, have been described in a series of

papers by Choudhuri & Gilman (1987), Choudhuri (1989), Choudhuri & D'Silva

(1990), D'Silva & Choudhuri (1991,1993). With the exception of the most recent

paper, which focussed on the tilt angle of active regions, the previous papers

concentrated on the deflection of flux tubes by the Coriolis force to very high

latitudes. Choudhuri & Gilman (1987) studied the dynamics of toroidal flux rings

that are axisymmetric with respect to the rotation axis of the Sun. They found that
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for field strengths at the bottom of the convection zone of loS G or less, the

Coriolis force deflected the flux ring to emerge at high latitudes, significantly

poleward of the observed sunspot zone, The reason for this behavior is that as the

circular flux ring begins expanding radially outward due to the buoyancy force, the

Coriolis force, or the tendency for the ring to conserve angular momentum, induces

a counter-rotating flow inside the ring. The counter-rotating flow then induces a

Coriolis force directed inward towards the rotation axis. This inward Coriolis force,

when combined with the radially directed buoyancy force, drives the ring to move

parallel to the rotation axis. Eventually, the ring reaches the surface at a latitude

poleward of the sunspot zone. Choudhuri & Gilman (1987) also found that

inclusion of the aerodynamic drag force (hereafter referred to as the drag force)

does not change the latitude of emergence of the axisymmetric flux rings.

Choudhuri (1989) dropped the restriction that the toroidal flux ring be

axisymmetric. He considered the three-dimensional motions of non-axisymmetric

flux rings (with wave-like undulations along their circumferences) in the solar

convective envelope. In his calculations, the drag force was ignored. He found

that although the lower parts of the flux ring may remain anchored beneath the base

of the convection zone, the upper parts of the rising loops still tend to move parallel

to the rotation axis and emerge at high latitudes.

The most recent calculations by D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993), based on the

same numerical model as Choudhuri (1989), showed that the latitude of emergence

of the upper part of the rising loops depends on the initial field strength at the base
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of the convection zone, with higher field strength loops emerging at lower latitudes.

They found that when the drag force is ignored, for initial field strengths between

6xl04 G and 1.6xl<P G, the flux loops emerge radially, and produce tilt angles very

close to the observed values as described by the "Joy's Law" (Hale et. al 1919; see

also Wang & Sheeley 1989 and Howard 1991a,b). When the drag force was

included, they found that drag may help suppress the Coriolis force and reduce the

latitude of flux emergence. Flux loops with small magnetic fields, for which the

Coriolis force overpowers magnetic buoyancy, can be made to emerge more radially

by increasing the drag force. By comparing the results from their simulations with

the observed active region tilt angles, they conclude that it is unlikely for the field

strength of flux tubes at the base of the convection zone to be either the

equipartition fields (about 104 G) or very strong megagauss fields.

Choudhuri & D'Silva (1990) and D'Silva & Choudhuri (1991) have examined

the roles of turbulence and the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability acting on axisymmetric

flux rings to curb the Coriolis force from deflecting flux tubes to high latitudes.

Thus the emphasis of previous work on flux tube dynamics has been to study

the latitude of flux emergence. In this chapter, we first describe our three-

dimensional numerical model of the dynamics of anchored flux loops in the solar

convective envelope. We then concentrate on studying the evolution of physical

quantities, such as the magnetic field strength along each rising loop, which may

subsequently produce observational signatures within emerging bipolar magnetic

active regions. We ignore turbulent motions within the convection zone and assume
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solid body rotation of the Sun. As pointed out by van Ballegooijen (1982), the

high-degree of regularity in the orientation of magnetic active regions shows that

turbulent motions in the convection zone are unimportant in the dynamics of

emerging flux loops. We believe that many observed regular propenies associated

with active regions probably originate from the large scale properties of the solar

interior, such as rotation and the temperature gradient, which influence the evolution

of rising flux loops. The new results we obtain with the model reveal the origin of

one of the well-known asymmetries between the preceding (leading) and the

following polarities of a bipolar active region; namely, that the flux of the preceding

polarity is mostly concentrated in large and coherent sunspots, whereas the flux of

the following polarity tends to be more dispersed and fragmented, and that the

preceding spots of an active region tend to be larger in area, fewer in numbers and

have a longer lifetime than the following spots (see e.g. Bray & Loughhead 1979,

pp. 226-236).

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: The equations of flux

tube dynamics used in OUT numerical model are derived in §2.2. Results of our

simulations are presented in §2.3, followed by a discussion of these results and a

summary of the conclusions in §2.4. In Appendix A, we present the details of the

numerical algorithm used to solve the equations derived in §2.2.
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2.2. The MooeD (pf ThnllD Flux Tube Dynamics

From the ideal MHD equations, Spruit (1981) formally derived the equations

that govern the motion of a thin untwisted magnetic flux tube embedded in a non-

magnetic compressible fluid in the presence of gravity. The rotation of the Sun was

ignored in his derivations. Choudhuri (1989) extend the study to include the effect

of solar rotation. Assuming the Sun rotates rigidly, he derives the equation of

motion for a thin flux tube in the frame of reference of the rotating Sun:

d» P-Pe 8
2

[P-Pe 1 iJ [B 2
] ]- =-2mxu+ --g+ --k+ --g/ + -- - I

dt 2p 8xp 2p P dS 8x

CD PeVB '1~
- 2..Jrc<P P

(2.1)

where u = dr/dt, r is the position vector of a point on the flux tube, S is the

arclength along the flux tube measured in the direction of rotation from some

predefined origin to the point considered, p is the internal density of the flux tube,

p, is the density of the ambient fluid, g is the gravitational acceleration, gl is the

component of g that is parallel to the tube, <I> is the total magnetic flux of the tube,

B is the magnetic field strength inside the flux tube, and m is the angular velocity

of the frame corotating with the Sun. The unit tangent vector 1== dr/ds, and the

curvature vector k == dl/dS = d2rlds 2.

The first three terms on the right hand side of equation (2.1) represent the

accelerations due to, respectively, the Coriolis force, the buoyancy, and the

magnetic tension. The fourth term, when combined with the parallel component

(parallel to the tube) of the buoyancy term, is the net acceleration parallel to the
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flux tube arising from the imbalance between the pressure gradient and gravity in

the I (parallel) direction. The last term is the acceleration due to the drag force,

which is neglected in the calculations of Choudhuri (1989). We include this drag

term in our calculations.

The drag force experienced by a unit length of a flux tube when moving with

respect to the ambient static fluid is (see e.g. Batchelor 1967)

(2.2)

where d is the tube diameter, CD is the drag coefficient, ~ is the perpendicular

component of the tube velocity relative to the ambient fluid, and ~ is the magnitude

of~. Thus, the drag force per unit volume of the flux tube is

f - - C Pe~Ur
D - D 7rd/2 . (2.3)

(2.4)

Since the drag force is always perpendicular to the flux tube, taking into account

the added inertia due to the presence of the ambient fluid, we have the acceleration

due to this force to be

fv == _ CD Pe~~ =_ CD Pe VB~~
3D = P + Pe p1td 2..J1t<'P P

which leads to the last term of equation (2.1). Here we have used d =2(<1>I1tB )112,

and the approximation, Pe + P == 2p, since p, and P are nearly equal throughout the

evolution of the flux tube. The value we use for the drag coefficient CD is 1, unless

otherwise stated.

An important assumption used in the thin flux tube model is the instantaneous

pressure balance between the flux tube and the surrounding plasma (Spruit 1981):
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B 2
P + - = P (2.5)81t e'

where P is the tube internal gas pressure, B 2/8n is the magnetic pressure, and Pe is

the external pressure of the ambient plasma.

Assuming zero resistivity, the equations of continuity and induction can be

combined and lead to the well-known equation

(2.6)

For a thin magnetic flux tube (Spruit 1981), B = B I, therefore the above equation

becomes

s. [B] = !!-[irol
_ UOk] ,

dt p p ds

where \)1 = u-l, i.e. the parallel component of the velocity.

(2.7)

For the energy equation, we assume that there is no heat exchange between the

flux tube and its surroundings, i.e. the gas inside the tube evolves adiabatically:

dS
-=0
dt '

(2.8)

where S is the entropy per unit mass inside the flux tube. The gas inside the flux

tube obeys the equation of state P =pRT Ill, where R is the gas constant, T and Il

are the temperature and the mean molecular weight of the gas inside the tube.

The validity of the adiabatic assumption is discussed in Fisher, Chou, &

McClymont (1989). Adiabatic evolution is a good approximation for the type of

flux tube motion we consider here, if the dynamic time scale is less than about

year.
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Because P and Pe are nearly equal, it is better for numerical accuracy in

computing the buoyancy force to follow the evolution of ..1p == Pe - P rather than p

itself. Obviously one can obtain the value for p easily from Pe and 8p at any

point.

Applying the time derivative to equation (2.5), combining it with equation

(2.7), and using dPeldr =- Peg, we obtain, after going through some algebra, the

equations which describe the time evolution of .1p and B :

(2.10)dB =B
dt

[
2Pb [dPe Jdpe ] [dul ] [d Pe 1urPeg a - -- -- + a -- + 2Pb -- -u·k -- + a

dL\p = P dPe dPe as dPe J 9

dt 2pb [d Pe J (,2. )
l+----+a

n .t»,.. ...... e

p, [dPe J [dul
]-l) g- -- + a + -- - u·k

r p dPe as

1p. [ dP. Jl+----+a
P dPe

where u, is the radial component of the velocity, Pb =B 2/(81t), and

= (l - Vad )£' - (l - V)~
P r,

::: ~[o + (l - Vad)[~ - ~]], (2.11)r, r, Pe

where we have used assumption (2.8), and the facts that Pb et:: Pe» l.1p I et:: Pe.

Here, V == dlnTe IdinPe in the external atmosphere, with Te being the external

temperature, Vad is the value of V one obtains by considering locally adiabatic
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perturbation of the external atmosphere, and 0 == V - Vad • We assume that Vad

inside the flux tube equals the corresponding value in the external atmosphere at the

same depth. In the convection zone, g, PI!' Pe , dpe1dPe' V, V ad and 0 are

functions of depth and can be obtained from solar interior models. In this work, we

have employed the solar convection zone model developed by Spruit (1974).

For the thin overshoot layer just below the convection zone, we assume

constant Vad = Vad .0' 0 =- 10-4 and constant gravity go, where go and Vad,0 are

values of g and Vad at the base of the convection zone. Thus:

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

where V =Vad,o + 0,

[
Pe.oVgo ~ll-VIV

Pe = Pe.O 1 + (ro - r) ,
Pe •O

[
Pe.oVgo JIIV

Pe = Pe.O 1 + (r 0 - r) ,r.,
and Te.o, Pe.O' and Pe.O are values of Te, Pe' Pe at the

bottom of the convection zone. The quantity r is the radial distance from the

center of the Sun, and ro is the radius of the base of the convection zone (for the

overshoot region, r < r 0)'

Equations (2.1), (2.9), (2.10), plus the obvious relation:

dr
dt = u, (2.15)

together determine the time evolution of variables r, u, ~P, and B, once the initial

values for them are given. Since we consider closed flux rings, the boundary

conditions are naturally periodic.
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The time derivative d Idt is the Lagrangian time derivative. Therefore

equations (2.15), (2.I), (2.9), and (2.10) govern the time evolution of quantities r,

u, ~ and B following each Lagrangian point, or mass element. However, as time

goes on, motion of the mass elements along the flux. tube will change their relative

distribution within the tube, leaving some portions of the flux tube under-resolved.

To solve this problem, we choose to follow the time evolution of physical

quantities at mesh points that are always maintained at a uniform spacing in

arclength as measured along the tube, even as the tube shape is changing. To

achieve this, we need to evaluate the time derivatives following the uniformly

spaced mesh points, (didO I" , where u describes the position of each mesh point

along the tube in terms of the fractional arclength, i.e. u == s IL, with L being the

total arclength of the flux tube. Let A be anyone of the variables, r, U, ~p, B.

Thus A =A (u ,t). Applying the Lagrangian derivative to A yields:

dA
dt

dA du dA
=- -+

dU t dt at II'
(2.16)

dA dA dA du= - - - - (2.17)
dt II dt du t dt .

The left-hand side of equation (2.17) is the time derivative we seek. On the right-

hand side, dA Idt is known from equations (2.15), (2.1), (2.9) and (2.10), while

dA Idu describes the variation of each variable A along the tube. The derivative

du Idt == d (s IL )/dt describes the change of position of each mass element in terms

of the fractional arclength along the tube. To calculate dutdt , we start from
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equation (2.7). We know that B Ip = (<<I>IOm) os, where 8m and Os are,

respectively, the mass and the length of a single Lagrangian element, and $ is the

magnetic flux carried by the tube. Furthermore, d Omldt =0, and d(J)ldt =O.

Thus equation (2.7) can be written as:

dOs = [du1
_ U'kJ&.

dt as
Therefore,

and:

(2.18)

(2.19)

L Os 1

dL =f L ='\)r(1) - '\)/(0) - Lf u·k au, (2.20)
mom 0

where au == &-IL, '\)/ (u) is the parallel velocity of the mass element at position of

fractional arclength u along the tube, and '\)/(0) and '\)/(1) are the parallel velocities

of the mass elements at the beginning (u=O) and the end (u=l) of the tube.

Knowing ds Idt and dL Idt , we can calculate du Idt:

" 1
du I J u f- = -L(\)/(u) - \)/(0» - u-k au - -(\)/(1) - \)/(0» + u u·k au.
dt 0 L 0

Here, '\)1(0) = 'Or (l) due to the periodic boundary conditions.

To summarize, the system of equations we solve is

ar ar du
=1)- - -

at " au t dt '

(2.21)

(2.22)

au =-2roxu +
at u

p- Pe [p -Pel a [B 2]]
2p g + 2p g/ + Pas 81t I
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(2.23)

r
!
"

CD pe..JB-~~ du du
- 2..f1[<'I> P - au t dr'

[ 2Pb [d Pe JdPe ] [dul 1[d Pe JurPeg a - - - --+a-- +2Ph ---U.kJ --+a
a.1p = P dPe ar, dS dPe

at II I + _2p_h [_d_P_e + a1
P ar, J

aB I =B
dt 14

where Ph =B 2/81t, and

_ iMp du
dU t dt '

Pe [dPe J [dul
]-u g- -- + a + -- - u·k

r P dPe as

I du- os tau t dt'

(2.24)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)
II 1

dd
u

= -l(U/(U) - U/(O» - f u·k Ou + uf u·k ~u.
t L 0 0

Thus, once the initial values for r, u, &p, B are known at mesh points which are

uniformly spaced in arclength along the tube, we will be able to follow the time

evolution of the physical conditions at these uniformly spaced mesh points even as

the tube shape is changing. The vector r is expressed in Cartesian coordinates with

the z axis coincident with the solar rotation axis, and the x, y axes lying in the

equatorial plane. The numerical algorithm used to solve the equations is described

in Appendix A.
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We have performed several tests of the numerical model in order to test its

reliability. For example, we applied the numerical code to solve for the motion of a

shrinking circular flux ring in a uniform background fluid with zero gravity. In this

case, the equation of motion includes only the inertial, magnetic tension and drag

force terms. Since the tension force and the drag force dominate except during the

very short period at the beginning when the flux ring is accelerating from zero

velocity, an analytical solution for the motion of the circular ring can be obtained

(Fisher, DeLuca, & Patten 1991):

R (t) = R 0(1 - t 1T.)4f3, (2.28)

where R (t) designates the radius of the circular ring as a function of time, and

Ro=R(t=O). The time scale T.=4/3[CDRJI(7taOUA02)]112, where ao is the initial

radius of the cross section of the ring, and UA 0 is the initial Alfven speed. We

found that the result from the numerical simulation agrees very well with the

analytical solution. We have also tested our numerical code by repeating flux tube

dynamic simulations that have been published by other authors, such as the 2-D

simulations by Moreno-Insertis (1986), and the simulations done in spherical

geometry by Choudhuri & Gilman (1981) and Choudhuri (1989). We found very

good agreement with the results of Moreno-Insertis (1986). Comparing our

computed rise times with his for a sequence of flux tubes with <l> = 1021 Mx and

<1>=1022 Mx and a range of field strengths from loS to 106 G, we found agreement

in general to better than 10%. We obtained indistinguishable evolution of the

morphology of the tube, the magnetic field strength, the density and the parallel
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flow along the tube as shown in Figures 2, 4, 6, 7 of Moreno-Insertis (1986). In

our comparison with the simulations done by Choudhuri & Gilman (1987) and

Choudhuri (1989), we found that when we matched the assumptions, the initial and

atmospheric conditions used in their calculations (to the extent that we can

determine them), we found very similar morphologies of the trajectories of

emergence. Finally, since our numerical code is not written in a direct mass

conservative form, a further test of its accuracy is its ability to conserve mass. We

have found that for 201 mesh points along the toroidal flux ring, the mass is

conserved to 10-3 over the course of the entire simulation, which is within the

truncation error expected in using the 2nd order accurate finite differences in u.

2.3. Results of the Simulations

In this section, we first describe the general features of our series of

calculations of rising flux loops in the solar convective envelope. Then, in §2.3.1,

we discuss the latitude of flux emergence, and in §2.3.2 we present in detail our

results on the magnetic field strength asymmetry of the emerging flux loops.

The initial configurations for the toroidal flux rings we study are similar to

those of Choudhuri (1989). We start with a toroidal ring located at the base of the

convection zone and at an initial latitude eo ranging from N 1° to N 30°. An

undulational perturbation with 4 full wavelengths along the circumference of the

flux ring is imposed, with the upper portions of the flux ring in the convection zone

and the lower portions in the buoyantly stable overshoot region. The initial shape of
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the flux ring can be described as:

r = ro + Srsin(4$), (2.29)

a = 90, (2.30)

with ro being the radius of the base of the convection zone and Or = lx109 em.

Initially, the flux ring is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings,

and f3 == Pe/Pb is assumed uniform along the tube. Thus the plasma inside the flux

ring is initially in hydrostatic equilibrium in the direction parallel to the magnetic

field. The perpendicular forces however, do not balance, and the flux ring is

buoyant in the initial configuration.

The choice of initial field strength and total flux is governed by the following

constraints: First, observations show that photospheric active regions generally have

a total flux within the range 1020 Mx to 1022 Mx. Therefore, we choose this flux

range for our simulations. For the thin flux tube approximation to be satisfied, the

radius of the cross section of a flux tube, a, should be at least one order of

magnitude less than the pressure scale height Hp at the base of the convection zone.

Thus

aH :5 0.1, (2.31)
p

where a = (<t>/7tB O) 1I2, and Hp is approximately 5x109 ern, Furthermore, as noted

previously, the regular orientation of active regions suggests that motions of the flux

tube should not be controlled by turbulent convective motions of the ambient fluid,

or in other words, the magnetic restoring force of the flux tube should be strong

compare to the drag force exerted on the flux tube by turbulent convective motions:
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(2.32)
B 2 2o Pe Uc
47tR > CD 1ta

where u, is the velocity of the convective motion and R is the size scale of a

convective cell. We need only consider the biggest cell size (which we estimate as

R :::: Hp ) ' because larger cells perturb the flux tube more effectively than smaller

ones. Knowing that Beq 2/87t = ~ p, u, 2, relation (2.32) becomes:

[80 ]2 > CD Hp , (2.33)
Beq 1t a

where Beq is the equipartition field strength, i.e. the field strength at which the

magnetic energy density balance the kinetic energy density of the turbulent motions.

In the deep convection zone, Beq is approximately 3200 G. To satisfy criteria

(2.31) and (2.33) simultaneously, the initial field strength B 0 should be larger than

13 kG, 9 kG and 20 kG, for <I> = 1&2 Mx, 1021 Mx and 1020 Mx, respectively.

Therefore we choose the initial field strength of our simulations to range from 30

kG to 90 kG. We choose 90 kG as an upper limit because, if the initial field

strength of the flux ring is higher than 90 kG, the subadiabatic temperature gradient

with D=_10-4 in the overshoot region is insufficient to keep the innermost portions

of the flux ring anchored beneath the base of the convection zone throughout the

emerging process. Our choice of the initial latitudes for the simulations are N 1°, N

5°, N 10°, N 20° and N 30°. We concentrate on flux rings which are initially

below 30° because results from helioseismology (see e.g. Dziembowski, Goode &

Libbrecht 1989; Brown et al. 1989; Goode et aI. 1991) indicate that at low latitudes

in the overshoot region differential rotation is largest, and hence field amplification
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is most effective. Furthennore, overshoot layer dynamo models which have the

correct direction of dynamo wave propagation can only operate at latitudes of less

than 30° (DeLuca & Gilman 1986; Gilman, Morrow, & DeLuca 1989).

Figure 2.1 shows the evolution of a toroidal flux ring with initial field strength

B 0 = 3x104 G, <I> = 1&2 Mx, and initial latitude 80 = 5° N, viewed from 30 degree

above the equator. At 11 =0, the flux ring is released, and the configurations of the

flux ring at 4 consecutive times 11' 12' 13' 14' with a constant separation of

approximately 32 days, are shown with solid curves. The solid curve labeled t 4

shows the final configuration of the flux ring in the simulation. The outer dotted

circle marks the photosphere and the inner dotted circle represents the base of the

convection zone. It can be seen that the original undulational perturbation of the

flux ring is being amplified with time due to the buoyant instability of the flux tube

in the convection zone. Four periodic rising loops are formed along the

circumference of the flux ring, while the innermost portions remain anchored in the

overshoot region because of its stable subadiabatic stratification. The emerging

latitude of the loop apexes is N 23°. One of the four rising loops along the flux

ring at 14 is marked with crosses for its leading side (towards the direction of

rotation) and squares for its following side. Note that throughout the paper, the

terms "leading" and "following" sides are used with respect to the apex of each

rising loop.

The rise time of the flux loops varies with the initial field strength and the

total flux, as shown in Figure 2.2. Increasing the field strength increases the
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magnetic buoyancy, and increasing the flux reduces the drag force per unit mass

(see the last term of eq, [2.1]), both of which result in faster emergence of the flux

loops. This is consistent with the conclusions from previous simulations (see e.g.

Moreno-Insertis 1986, Chou & Fisher 1989).

2.3.1 The Latitude of Flux Emergence

Figure 2.3 shows the latitudes at which the apexes of the loops emerge. For

all cases shown, the loops emerge at latitudes that are within the observed sunspot

zone. We can see that the latitude of emergence decreases with increasing initial

field strength B 0, and it also decreases with decreasing flux <1>. This dependence of

emerging latitude on B 0 and <I> is consistent with the result of D'Silva & Choudhuri

(1993). The buoyancy force of the flux tube in the deep convection zone is

estimated to be B 02/81CHp (This can be derived by assuming that the flux tube is in

thermal equilibrium with the ambient fluid), where Hp is the external pressure scale

height. Therefore, the magnetic buoyancy force scales as B 02• On the other hand,

the Coriolis force is proportional to the rising speed u., which can be estimated by

considering the balance between the buoyancy force and the drag force:

B0
2 2Pe 'U,

81CH
p

= CD nd12 '

Thus the Coriolis force scales as B 0
314•

(2.34)

Therefore, as B 0

increases, the buoyancy force becomes relatively more dominant, and the effect of

the Coriolis force becomes less important. The flux tube rises more radially and

emerges at lower latitudes.
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We also find that the drag force can reduce the latitude of flux emergence.

This is also found in the recent calculations of D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993). We

repeat the simulation with B o=3xlif G, <I» = 1022 Mx and eo =5° N as shown in

Figure 2.1, but with CD set to zero instead of 1. Figure 2.4 displays the trajectories

of the outermost and the innennost pans of the flux ring, as viewed in the

meridional plane. The solid line represents the case with CD = 0 and the dash dot

lines represent the case with CD = 1. In this case, the flux ring would emerge at N

30° if the drag force were ignored, rather than at N 23° for CD = 1. In fact, the

decrease of the emerging latitude of the loops with decreasing <I> shown in Figure

2.3 is due solely to the increasing importance of the drag force per unit mass (the

last term on the right hand side of eq. [2.1D, which is dynamically equivalent to

increasing the drag coefficient CD; in other words, both will give identical results in

the motion of the flux tube.

The reason that the inclusion of the drag force can decrease the latitude of

emergence is because the drag force transfers angular momentum to the flux ring.

The z component of the torque experienced by each unit length of the flux ring due

to the drag force is:

T; = ez • (r x FD )

=-Vx 2 + y 2FDq,' (2.35)

where ez is the unit vector in the z direction, FD is the drag force experienced by a

unit length of the flux tube (see eq. [2.2]), -Vx 2 + y2 is the distance from the flux

tube to the rotation axis (or the z axis), and FDq, == eell . FD' i.e. the ep component of
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the drag force per unit length of the flux tube. For the special case of axisymmetric

flux rings discussed in Choudhuri & Gilman (1987), FD~ is always zero. Therefore,

the drag force does not transfer angular momentum to the flux ring, and the

inclusion of the drag force does not alter the latitude of emergence of the flux ring.

We have also done simulations with axisymmetric flux rings and we reach the same

conclusion.

However, for the non-axisymmetric flux rings that we consider here, FD, is

generally non-zero. For example, Figure 2.5 shows a snap-shot of the <jl component

of the drag force per unit length along a rising loop in the simulation with

8 0 =3xl04 G, <1> = 1022 Mx and 80 =5°. Here only one of the four periodic rising

loops along the flux ring is displayed. The solid arrows show the magnitude and

the direction of the <jl component of the drag force per unit length of the flux tube.

On the following side of the loop, the drag force is pushing the loop toward the

positive eep direction (or toward the direction of rotation), but on the leading side,

the drag force is pushing the loop in the negative e, direction. We can see from

the length of the arrows that the drag force per unit length experienced by the

following side dominates that of the leading side. Therefore, the overall result of

the <jl component of the drag force along the flux ring is to push the ring in the

direction of rotation, i.e. to apply a torque in the positive z direction. Because of

this torque, the flux ring gains more angular momentum and emerges at a lower

latitude.
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2.3.2 The Asymmetry in the Field Strength

Figure 2.6 shows the final magnetic field strength along an emerging loop as a

function of the radial distance to the center of the Sun, resulting from the

simulation with initial parameters B 0 =3xlcr G, <I> = 1022 Mx and eo =5°. The

crosses and squares here correspond to those in Figure 2.1. Here we find the very

interesting result that the magnetic field strength of the leading side of a rising loop

is generally significantly larger than that of the following side at the same depth.

The ratio of the leading side field strength to the following side field strength is

about 3:1 in the middle of the convection zone, and this ratio stays basically

unchanged all the way to the top of the loop. This also means that the leading side

cross section is only 1/3 that of the following side.

This asymmetry of magnetic field strength can be understood qualitatively

through the flow of plasma inside the flux tube during its evolution. The internal

plasma flow is controlled by 1) the tendency to evolve towards hydrostatic

equilibrium inside the tube and 2) the component of the Coriolis force parallel to

the flux tube, attempting to preserve the initial angular momentum. Both effects are

comparable in magnitude, although the latter is responsible for the development of

the asymmetry between the leading and following sides of the loop. As each loop

rises, the Coriolis force drives a counter-rotating flow of plasma from the leading

side of the rising loop through the apex to the following side. However, the

innermost portions (or the troughs) of the loop are anchored beneath the base of the

convection zone and do not rise, so the flow driven by the Coriolis force is
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suppressed there. While the plasma is being driven out of the leading side of the

loop toward the following side through the apex, there is very little plasma flowing

into the leading side through its neighboring trough. The net result is an evacuation

of plasma out of the leading side and into the following side of each rising loop.

This effect is clearly reflected in Figure 2.7 which shows the final mass distribution

along the loop as a function of the radial distance to the center of the Sun. The

mass distribution is expressed here in terms of mass per unit length, i.e, linear

density. We see that the linear density of the leading side is significantly smaller

than that of the following side at the same depth. When plasma is being evacuated,

the leading side of the loop experiences a lower internal gas pressure than the

following side at the same depth. Therefore the loop cross section of the leading

side shrinks, so that the magnetic pressure increases to balance the same external

pressure, i.e, P + Ph = Pe» resulting in a significantly stronger magnetic field

strength for the leading side of the loop comparing to the following side at the same

depth, as shown in Figure 2.6.

For comparison, we repeat the simulation with exactly the same conditions

except that ~ for the overshoot region is set to 0 instead of -10-4. By doing this,

we remove the anchoring of those portions of the flux ring that are initially

perturbed into the overshoot region. Without anchoring, the resulting evolution of

the flux ring becomes very similar to the case of axisymmetric rings studied by

Choudhuri & Gilman (1987). The flux ring as a whole floats to the surface, and the

emerging latitude of the outer parts of the ring is very high, about N 40°.
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Furthermore, the degree of field strength asymmetry between the leading and the

following side of each loop is much weaker, with tile ratio of the leading field

strength to the following field strength at the same depth being 1.2 at maximum,

and this ratio decreases quickly to 1 for the outer part of the loop. With anchoring

however, the ratio is approximately 3 all the way from the middle of the convection

zone to the top of the loop as shown previously in Figure 2.6. Therefore, we

believe that anchoring portions of the flux ring beneath the base of the convection

zone is an essential requirement for obtaining a significant asymmetry in field

strength of a rising flux loop.

Our simulations show that despite variations of the initial parameters, the

asymmetric field strength is a robust result for rising flux loops whose innermost

portions are anchored beneath the base of the convection zone. The final magnetic

field configuration of the rising loops all show a degree of asymmetry similar to

that seen in Figure 2.6, with the leading side field strength always stronger

comparing to the following side at any chosen depth. For each case, we also

compute B,IBf , where B, and B! are the field strengths of the leading and

following sides of the loop evaluated at a depth half way between the base of the

convection zone and the surface. Generally this ratio persists all the way from the

middle of the convection zone to the top of the emerging loop, therefore, it is a

good measure of the degree of field strength asymmetry of the loop. The result is

shown in Figure 2.8. For all cases, the values of B,IB! are higher than 1.3 and

reach a maximum of 3.7. We find that the ratio B,IB! decreases with increasing
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field strength B o- The reason is similar to that for the emerging latitude decreasing

with increasing Bo discussed previously in section 3.1. As field strength increases,

the buoyancy force becomes more dominant and the effect of the Coriolis force

becomes less significant. The variation of B1IBf with flux is more complicated

however. It appears that as CI> increases, B1IBf varies more steeply with B 0-

We conclude from Figure 2.8 that loops, whose innermost portions are

anchored beneath the base of the convection zone, develop an asymmetry in field

strength as they rise to the surface, with the field strength of the leading side of

each loop larger, by generally a factor of 2, than that of the following side at the

same depth. We also find that this result does not rely on the choice of the drag

coefficient CD.

2.4. Discussions and Conclusions

The general picture of the formation of an active region is that a rising loop of

concentrated magnetic flux breaks through the photosphere, with its leading and

following tubes intersecting the surface to form the two polarities (the preceding

and following polarities) of the active region (see e.g. Zwaan, 1985). Although we

cannot determine the detailed evolution of the upper part of the loop breaking

through the photosphere within the framework of the current simulation (due to the

breakdown of many of our assumptions as the tube approaches the surface), we can

still infer some properties of the subsequent emerging process and the active region

formation using the knowledge of the final state of the loop in our simulations.
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We have shown in §2.3.2 that due to abe combined action of the Coriolis force

and anchoring beneath the base of the convection zone, the loop develops a

significant asymmetry in its magnetic field strength while it is rising to the surface.

Upon emerging, the leading side of the loop has a field strength generally mice as

strong, a cross sectional area half as large, and a linear mass density (mass per unit

length) about 1/2 that of the following side at the same depth. With a greater field

strength, the leading side of the loop is certainly more stable against the

perturbations due to turbulent motions which lead to fragmentation of the tube.

Figure 2.9 shows the ratio of the estimated perturbing force from turbulent

convective motions Ftru b == CD (Peu, 21M) to the restoring tension force of the tube

Ftens == B 2/4rrR, as a function of the radial distance to the center of the Sun,

computed along the final emerging loop resulting from the simulation with initial

parameters Bo= 3x104 G, <I> = 1022 Mx, and eo = 5°. Here, Pe is the external

density, u, is the convective velocity estimated from the mixing length model of

Spruit (1974), a is radius of the cross section of the flux tube and R is the mixing

length, i.e. the characteristic cell size of convection. This ratio F'urb /Funs describes

the degree of deformation of the flux tube by the convective turbulent motions. We

can see that this ratio for the leading side of the loop is much smaller compared to

the following side throughout the convection zone. Therefore the leading side is

much less affected by the turbulent motion than the following side. At about 0.98

solar radius, or approximately 1.4x109 cm below the surface, the ratio for the

following side increases significantly to above 0.6, which means that Fturb starts to
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become comparable to Fl enS • Thus the following side of the loop starts to become

vulnerable to deformation by turbulent motion above this depth.

Figure 2.10 shows the radius of the cross section of the tube a in comparison

with the convective cell size R. Above 0.96 solar radius, a becomes larger than

the convective cell size. If the size scale of the perturbing cell is smaller than the

cross sectional radius of the tube, and at the same time, FIUTh is comparable to or

bigger than Flens , the turbulent motions will most likely shear the flux tube and

cause it to fragment.

According to this picture, the following side of the loop will fragment much

more severely compared to the leading side. As an extreme case, the leading side

may very possibly survive the turbulent motions and intersect the photosphere as a

large single flux tube which encloses all the flux of the preceding polarity. The

following side, on the contrary, branches into numerous smaller tubes which

intersect the photosphere, with convective motions penetrating into the field free

area between these tubes.

As the tubes intersect the photosphere, radiative cooling of plasma within each

tube becomes very efficient. Convective heat transport is prohibited by the magnetic

field, thus the plasma inside the tube cools and flows down along the field lines.

Due to the strong superadiabatic temperature gradient in the upper convection zone,

the down-flow of plasma inside the tubes leads to "convective collapse" (Parker

1978, Spruit 1979) which intensifies the flux tubes to high field strength (a few

kilogauss) and results in the formation of sunspots, pores and faculae.
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For the leading side, the large unfragmented flux tube cools as a whole and

forms a large sunspot which encloses all the flux of the preceding polarity. For the

following side, the fragmented smaller flux tubes cool individually and form

numerous small spots, pores, or simply extended plage. We would expect the

cooling process of the large leading flux tube be more efficient compared to the

following small tubes, because heating of the single large flux tube by its

surrounding hot plasma through radiative diffusion is less effective than the heating

of individual small tubes.

The above analysis gives a natural explanation for the well-known

observational result that the leading polarity of an active region tends to be in the

form of large sunspots, whereas the following polarity tends to be more dispersed

and fragmented, and that the leading spots tend to be larger in area, fewer in

number, and have a longer lifetime than the following spots. The mean ratio of the

effective flux in the preceding and the following spots is about 3:1 (see e.g.

Babcock 1961, Bray & Loughhead 1979 pp. 226-236, and Zwaan 1981). In Zwaan

(1981), an example of a mature active region was shown (see Figure 6-3 of Zwaan

1981), where most of the leading polarity magnetic flux is concentrated in a large

sunspot, but most of the following polarity flux is present in the form of a dense

plage without sunspots. In Table 6.2 of Bray & Loughhead (1961), the statistical

distribution of spot groups according to magnetic class is presented. It is shown

that ap and J3p groups predominate over af and J3f groups. It is also shown that

the leading spot tends to form earlier (by about a day) than the following spot, and
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also outlive the following spot (see Bray & Loughhead pp. 226). All of these

properties can be attributed to the stronger magnetic field strength in the leading

side of the emerging loop.

Some previous suggestions have resorted to radial differential rotation in the

convection zone to explain the predominance of the leading spots. (see e.g.

Babcock 1961; Meyer, Shmidt, & Weiss 1977; van Driel-Gesztelyi & Petrovay

1990; Petrovay, et aI. 1990). However, these suggestions are largely descriptive

and there is yet no consensus on the exact nature of the distortion in the loops

which a radial differential rotation might induce. Moreover, the differential rotation

profiles used in different models are ad hoc and contradict one another. For

example, Babcock (1961) explains the morphological asymmetries in terms of a

decrease in the rotation rate with depth, while Meyer, Schmidt, & Weiss (1977)

invokes a rotation rate which increases with depth. A fully dynamic simulation of

the motion of flux tubes subject to the observed differential rotation profile within

the convection zone would be necessary to determine the amount of distortion

produced on the rising loops and its contribution, if any, to active region

asymmetries. However, we wish to emphasize that the observed morphological

asymmetry of bipolar magnetic active regions can naturally arise simply from solid

body rotation, without even resorting to differential rotation. Thus we believe that

the larger field strength of the leading side of an emerging loop, resulting from the

combined effects of anchoring and the Coriolis force, is the primary origin of the

observed larger and longer lived preceding sunspots in an active region.
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The consistency between the results of our simulations and the well known

observational asymmetry in active regions adds support to the current consensus

that the solar surface magnetic active regions are formed through the emergence of

the buoyantly unstable magnetic flux loops from the base of the convection zone

where the dynamo mechanism is concentrated; the flux loops which form the

surface active regions must also have their innermost portions anchored beneath the

base of the convection zone.

The dependence of the latitude of emergence on initial field strength B 0 shown

in Figure 2.3 suggests the possibility of reproducing the observed surface butterfly

diagram by increasing the amplitude of B 0 with time, while keeping eo and (J) fixed.

Consider the et> = Ion Mx curve for eo = lOin Figure 2.3: If we inject flux tubes

at the base of the convection zone with B 0 varying from 30 kG to 70 kG over the

course of 11 years, a butterfly diagram may be achievable. An increasing B 0 with

time during each solar cycle may be expected for a distribution of flux tubes in the

overshoot region which has the same initial field strength, but different initial

depths. Stretching the flux tubes by differential rotation will cause the tubes to rise

and eventually enter the buoyantly unstable convection zone (Fisher, McClymont, &

Chou 1991). Shallower flux tubes are injected into the convection zone earlier and

are less amplified compared to initially deeper tubes, thus generating flux tubes that

enter the convection zone with increasing field strength, and therefore emerging at

decreasing latitudes as the solar cycle progresses. However, the major difficulty

with this scenario is that the sign and the amplitude of the toroidal field must
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change abruptly from one cycle to the next. It is hard to imagine a scheme for

generating such a time varying magnetic field in the overshoot layer.
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Figure 2.1 The non-axisymmetric eruption of a toroidal flux ring with initial field
strength B 0 = 3x104 G, <l> = 1022 Mx, and initial latitude eo = 5° N, viewed from
30° above the equator. A wave-like perturbation with 4 full wavelengths along the
circumference of the ring is imposed at the beginning. At/I = 0, the flux ring is
released and the configurations of the flux ring at 4 consecutive times, t I, t 2, /3' t4'

with a constant separation of approximately 32 days, are shown with solid curves.
The solid curve labeled /4 shows the final configuration of the flux ring in the
simulation. Four emerging flux loops are formed along the ring. One of the four
loops along the flux ring of /4 is marked with crosses for its leading side and
squares for its following side. The inner dotted circle represents the base of the
convection zone and the outer dotted circle marks the photosphere.
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Figure 2.2 The loop rise time as a function of initial field strength at the base of
convection zone for loops with different total flux <1>, and different initial latitude
00-
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Figure 2.3 The latitude of flux emergence as a function of initial field strength at
the base of the convection zone for loops with different total flux cI>, and different
initial latitude 90,
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Figure 2.8 The ratio BIlBf , with Bl and Bf being the magnetic field strength of
the leading and the following sides of an emerging loop evaluated at the depth half
way between the base of the convection zone and the photosphere, resulting from
simulations with different initial field strength B 0' total flux (f) and initial latitude
90,
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CJHAI?TER 3

DYNAMICS OF SINGLE EMERGING FLUX LOOPS

Abstract

The buoyant rise of a magnetic flux loop arising from a single perturbed

segment of a toroidal flux ring lying slightly beneath the base of the convection

zone is studied by way of numerical simulations. We have considered flux loop

evolution assuming both solid-body rotation, and differential rotation consistent with

recent results from helioseismology. Our major conclusions are the following:

I) The latitudes of loop emergence are consistent with the observed butterfly

diagram. assuming a dynamo wave propagating from 30° latitude to the equator at

the base of the convection zone. In the case of solid-body rotation, we require

toroidal field strength B 0 ~ 60 kG to avoid a significant equatorial gap, but if

differential rotation is included, B 0 ~ 30 kG leads to an acceptable butterfly

diagram.

2) The Coriolis force induced by the diverging east-west velocity near the loop apex

acts to twist the loop as it rises and produces a tilt angle upon emergence, with the

leading leg of the loop closer to the equator than the following. For physically

reasonable choices of toroidal field strength 30 kG ::; B 0 ::; 90 kG, we find that the

computed tilt angles are consistent with both the magnitude and the latitudinal

variation of observed active region tilt angles. In particular. the relationship
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between the tilt angle a. and the active region latitude 8: sin a = 0.48 sin e, resulting

from the observation by Wang & Sheeley, is closely matched by our simulation

results for B 0 = 50 kG and flux ell = Ion Mx.

3) From a simple force balance analysis, we derive a scaling law for the tilt angle a.

in terms of the characteristic field strength B, latitude e, and the total flux <I> of the

loop: a oc sin e8-5/4<1> 114. We find that this scaling relation describes most of our

simulations reasonably well.

4) We find that for toroidal field strengths 8 0 :5 20 kG, loops become inversely

tilted upon emergence. In particular, for B 0 - 10 kG, the magnitude of the inverse

tilt angles at emergence can be higher than 90°, i.e. violating the Hale's polarity

laws. The cause of the inverse tilt for weak flux loops is a strong converging

parallel flow that sets in when the loop apices reach the upper layers of the

convection zone.

5) We still find, as we did in the multi-loop studies in Fan, Fisher and DeLuca, that

the magnetic field in the leading leg of an emerging loop is approximately twice

that in the following leg. We argue that this field strength asymmetry is the origin

of morphological asymmetries in bipolar active regions.
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3.11. Introduction

In Chapter 2, we developed a numerical model to follow the evolution of a

thin, closed magnetic flux tube moving in three dimensions in the solar interior.

We then applied this model to study the evolution of a closed toroidal magnetic flux

ring, lying initially at the base of the convection zone, and perturbed with a periodic

wave pattern. Segments that are perturbed above the base of the convection zone

eventually develop into multiple emerging flux loops, while the innermost portions

of the toroidal ring remain anchored beneath the base of the convection zone by the

subadiabatic temperature stratification there. From that study, we found the

important result that each emerging loop develops a magnetic field strength

asymmetry, in the sense that the field strength of the leading leg (leading in the

direction of rotation) of each loop is approximately twice that in the following leg

at any chosen depth in the convection zone. This field strength asymmetry, as

argued in Chapter 2, provides a natural explanation for the observed morphological

asymmetries of bipolar active regions, namely that the leading polarity of each

region is generally more compact and less fragmented when compared to the

following polarity.

In this Chapter, we continue our study of the nonlinear emergence of anchored

magnetic flux loops using the numerical thin flux tube model described in Chapter

2. A major change in the model we have made for this work is the nature of the

flux eruption pattern. All previous simulations of flux tube motions in a 3D

spherical geometry (e.g. Choudhuri 1989; D'Silva 1992; D'Silva & Choudhuri
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I 1993) have assumed that the toroidal ring is initially perturbed by a periodic wave

pattern, so that multiple loops rise simultaneously in the convection zone.

However, it is unlikely that nature would conspire to perturb the toroidal ring in

such a coherent way. The more likely scenario is that only one segment of the

toroidal ring is perturbed into an unstable configuration at any given time, and a

single emerging loop arises from that segment. Thus, the focus of this Chapter is

the evolution of a toroidal flux ring originally lying slightly beneath the base of the

convection zone, of which one segment is displaced upward into the convection

zone. We will let the length of the perturbed segment be a variable parameter in

the numerical simulations. In §3.2, we present an overview of the basic physics

and the general features of the numerical simulations. We show that the change

from the multiple loop case assumed in Chapter 2 to the single loop case does not

alter the result of field strength asymmetry. The magnitude of the field strength

asymmetry remains unchanged, strengthening our original conclusions regarding the

origin of morphological asymmetries of bipolar active regions. In §3.3, we discuss

the critical condition regarding the length scale of the perturbed segment of the

toroidal ring, for flux emergence to take place. We show that a perturbed segment

will not develop into an emerging loop unless its length scale exceeds a certain

critical value.

Previous studies have shown that the Coriolis force causes the latitude of flux

emergence at the photosphere to be greater than the initial "injection" latitude of the

toroidal ring (Choudhuri & Gilman 1987; Choudhuri 1989; also Chapter 2). If we
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adopt as a working hypothesis that the toroidal magnetic flux originates from a

dynamo operating in the overshoot layer beneath the convection zone, then it is

important to know whether an equatorward propagating dynamo wave can, through

flux eruption, lead to the observed butterfly diagram (e.g. Maunder 1922; Wang &

Sheeley 1989) for active regions at the solar surface. In §3.4, we show that the

emerging latitude of the flux loop for the single loop case is reduced significantly

compared to the multiple loop case, and that the latitude of flux emergence reflects

more closely the initial latitude of the toroidal flux tube.

A major topic we address in this Chapter is the tilt of emerging active region

flux tubes with respect to the azimuthal (east-west) direction. Observations show

that the axis connecting the leading and the following polarities of each active

region generally shows a tilt relative to the east-west direction, with the leading

polarity equatorward of the following polarity. The magnitude and variation of the

measured tilt angles with latitude of the regions are summarized by the well-known

"Joy's Law" (Hale et, al 1919). More recent observational studies of active region

tilt angles have been carried out by Wang & Sheeley (1989, 1991) and Howard

(l991a,b). Although many suggestions have been made regarding the origin of

these tilt angles (see e.g. Babcock 1961, Wang & Sheeley 1991, D'Silva 1992;

D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993), only one set of dynamic calculations of the tilt angles

of emerging flux loops has been done (D'Silva 1992, D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993),

in which the multiple loop case was used. In §3.5, we discuss the results of loop

tilt angles from our single loop calculations and compare them with observations.
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(3.1)

In §3.6, we present the results of simulations which include differential

rotation in the convection and radiative zones, as inferred from helioseisrnic

inversions (see, e.g., Dziembowski, Goode, & Libbrecht 1989; Brown et al, 1989;

Goode et al. 1991). A comparison of these results with those which assume solid-

body rotation (§§3.4-3.5) quantitatively determines the amount of distortion of a

rising flux loop produced by differential rotation, and sheds light on the role of

differential rotation in the dynamics of flux emergence.

Finally, we summarize the major conclusions of our flux loop calculations in

§3.7.

3.2. Description of the Numerical Simulations

The numerical model used to solve the time evolution of a thin, closed

magnetic flux tube moving in 3 dimensions in the solar interior is presented in

detail in Chapter 2. Here we simply recall the equation of motion for the magnetic

flux tube in the rotating frame (with angular velocity (I) of the Sun:

d» P-Pe B 2 [P-Pe 1 a rB 2J]-=-2mxu+--g+--k+ --gr+--l- I
dt 2p 87tp 2p P as 81t

_~ Pe.fjj Ill!I~
2V7t<l> P

where, u is velocity of each point of the tube, ~ IS the component of u

perpendicular to the flux tube, s is arclength along the tube, measured in the

direction of rotation from some predefined origin, P and Pe are respectively the

density of plasma inside and outside the flux tube, g is the gravitational
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acceleration, g/ is the component of g parallel to the tube, €I> is the total magnetic

flux of the tube, B is the magnetic field strength inside the flux tube, re is the

angular velocity of the frame co-rotating with the Sun, and CD is the drag

coefficient which is generally of order unity (see e.g. Batchelor 1967; Parker

1979b) and is set to 1 in this chapter, The unit tangent vector and the curvature

vector of the flux tube are given respectively by I = 'dr/ds and k ='dl/os =cY-r/ds 2.

On the right hand side of equation (3.1), the first three terms correspond to the

accelerations due to, respectively, the Coriolis force, the buoyancy, and the

magnetic tension. The fourth term, when combined with the parallel component

(parallel to the tube) of the buoyancy term, represents the acceleration parallel to

the flux tube arising from the imbalance between the pressure gradient and gravity

in the I (parallel) direction. The last term is the acceleration from the aerodynamic

drag force. We ignore forces from turbulent convective motions because the high

regularity of active region orientations suggests that turbulent motions in the

convection zone are unimportant in the emergence of magnetic flux tubes (van

Ballegooijen 1982).

Equation 3.1 assumes that the Sun rotates rigidly and ignores the differential

rotation of the Sun. In §3.6 we discuss how the model can be modified to include

the effect of the large scale velocity field corresponds to solar differential rotation.

Unlike previous simulations which assumed that the ring at the base of the

convection zone was perturbed with a periodic wave pattern, we assume here that

only one segment of the toroidal ring, which lies slightly beneath the base of the
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convection zone, is perturbed upward into the convection zone. The initial

configuration of the toroidal ring is expressed as

the radius of the unperturbed toroidal ring (which is located at 1X109 em below the

where r is distance from the center of the Sun, e is latitude, $ is longitude, r0 is

(3.2)

(3.3)

[ [
2(ep - $0)] ~

r = r 0 + t\r 0 exp - .6$ J'

base of the convection zone), and t1.ro = 1.1x109 em and A. == ro.6$ give

respectively the amplitude and length scale of the perturbed segment of the toroidal

ring.

Figure 3.l(a) shows an example of the initial configuration of the ring, as

viewed from the north pole of the Sun. In this example, A. = 4x101O em and

80 = 5° N. The segment centered at <Po is being perturbed into the convection zone.

Other initial conditions are the same as IDOse assumed in Chapter 2 and Choudhuri

(1989): The ring is initially in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings and

13 == Pe /Ph is assumed constant along the ring, where Pe is the external pressure and

Ph == B 2/81t is the magnetic pressure inside the flux tube. Thus, in the direction

parallel to the flux tube, the plasma inside the tube is initially in hydrostatic

equilibrium; however in the direction perpendicular to the flux tube, the forces do

not balance, i.e. the flux tube is buoyant. Under the initial conditions stated above,

the initial field strength is not uniform along the ring because 13 is assumed uniform,

although the variation of field strength along the initial toroidal ring is small (less

than 10%). One can prescribe B 0' the field strength of the ring at the base of the
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convection zone, and then the field strength at each point along the initial ring is

determined. In the example given here, Eo = 30 kG. The total magnetic flux of the

ring <I> = Ion Mx.

The subsequent evolution of the ring is shown in Figure 3.1(b)-(c), where the

configurations of the ring at 5 instants during its evolution are given (solid curves),

as they are viewed from (b) the north pole, and (c) 5° above the equator. The

perturbed segment develops into an emerging loop of flux, while the remainder of

the initial toroidal flux ring quickly loses its buoyancy (because of the subadiabatic

gradient of the overshoot region) and reaches an equilibrium depth beneath the base

of the convection zone. In Figure 3.1(c), one can see the development of a tilt of

the loop (the relative lowering in latitude of the leading leg compared to the

following leg), as it rises. The direction of this tilt is consistent with the observed

tilt angle of active regions (e.g. Hale et al. 1919).

To investigate the robustness of the result on the magnetic field strength

asymmetry described in Chapter 2, Figure 3.2 shows the variation of field strength

along the emerging loop. The magnetic field strength in the leading leg of the

emerging loop is approximately twice that in the following leg at any chosen depth

in the convection zone, in agreement with the result from Chapter 2. We therefore

stand by the conclusion of Chapter 2 that the asymmetry in the field strength can

account for the origin of morphological asymmetries in bipolar active regions.

In this Chapter, we investigate the latitude of emergence and the tilt angle of

an active region, using our simulations of single emerging loops as that described in
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I Figure 3.1. In §3.4 and §3.5, we present and discuss the results on latitudes of

emergence and tilt angles from simulations assuming solid-body rotation of the Sun

with co = 2.73xI0-6 rad s'. The influence of differential rotation on the dynamics

of rising flux loops is studied in §3.6 by incorporating a large scale velocity field

into our numerical model. We present in detail simulations that span physically

reasonable ranges of toroidal field strength B 0, flux <1>, initial latitude eo and the

length scale of perturbation A.: 30 kG s Eo s 90 kG, 1020 Mx s <I> s 2xl<Y2 Mx,

I0 ~ 00 ~ 30°, and 3xlOlO em ~ A. ~ 5xlOlO ern. These ranges for the initial

parameters of the simulations are similar to those used in Chapter 2. We chose

B 0 ~ 30 kG to ensure that the drag force from turbulent motions remain negligible

compared to the magnetic tension force in the bulk of the convection zone (Chapter

2). We will show in §3.5 that loops with initial field strength B 0 $ 20 kG emerge

with opposite tilts from those of active regions, suggesting that toroidal flux tubes

which give rise to the majority of active regions should have field strengths higher

than 20 kG. The range of <I> used here covers the observed flux range for active

regions (see e.g. Wang & Sheeley 1989). We have chosen the above range for 00

because overshoot layer dynamo models which have the correct direction of

dynamo wave propagation should operate at latitudes between ±30° (DeLuca &

Gilman 1986; Gilman et al. 1989; DeLuca & Gilman 1991). In § 3.3, we discuss

briefly the choice of A, i.e, the length scale of the initially perturbed segment.
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!. Previous numerical simulations of magnetic flux loops in a plane parallel

convection zone (Moreno-Insertis 1986; Chou & Fisher 1989; Fisher. Chou, &

McClymont 1989) have shown that there exists a critical length Ac for the initially

perturbed tube segment: for A < Ac the flux tube reaches a stable equilibrium, while

for A. > Ac an unstable eruption to the photosphere occurs. A linear stability

analysis of toroidal flux rings in the equatorial plane of a non-rotating spherical

stellar envelope by Spruit & van Ballegooijen (l982a.b) shows that the instability

condition for a wave-like perturbation of azimuthal order m is

f30 > (m2 _ 1)/2 + 2/ __1 . (3.4)
2 'Y 2y

In other words, the length scale for each wave crest A == ttroIm should satisfy

(3.5)
A>....,.....----------.:--r=-

1Crof
112 •

~_ 2/ +_1 +/2
2 Y 2y

Here r0 is the radius of the unperturbed toroidal ring, p == Pe IPh' 0 == V - Vad ,

y==cplc u is the ratio of specific heats, and / =.Hplro. with Hp being the local

pressure scale height.

The existence of the critical length scale is a result of competition between the

buoyancy force and the restoring magnetic tension force. The buoyancy force

causes the perturbed tube segment to rise, while magnetic tension tries to pull it

back. The fate of the perturbed segment depends on the rates of increase of the

two forces with height. The rate of increase of the buoyancy force with height is
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determined by the stratification of the external atmosphere and also the

thermodynamic properties of the tube plasma. The rate of increase of the tension

force with height varies inversely with the horizontal length scale of the perturbed

segment; thus shorter length scales result in faster growth of the tension force with

height. Unstable flux loop eruption to the photosphere occurs only if the rate of

increase of the buoyancy force is greater than that of the tension force. Based on

this principle, we have evaluated the critical length scale taking into account only

the buoyancy and tension forces at the apex of the perturbed segment. We carried

out a Taylor expansion of the two forces in terms of the radial displacement of the

apex around the mechanical equilibrium state in which buoyancy balances the

tension force. In our calculation, we assumed that the tube plasma remains in

hydrostatic equilibrium in the direction parallel to the flux tube. By equating the

rates of increase of the two forces with height, we obtain the critical length scale:

(3.6)

given by Spruit & van

Ac =..".....--------"..-:-=
~rof

]

11

~_ 2/ +_1 +/2
2 "( 2"(

This expression for Ac agrees very well with the result

BalIegooijen (l982a,b) as shown in equation (3.5), except for the numerical factor

of ~ vs. 1t. This difference arises because we assumed a Gaussian profile for the

perturbed segment (eq. [3.2]), instead of the sinusoidal one used in Spruit & van

BalIegooijen (l982a,b). Evaluating the above expression at the base of the

convection zone, we obtain Ac :::: 3.8xlOlO em. Furthermore, the inclusion of the

solid-body rotation of the Sun will affect the stability condition of the flux rings,
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and the analysis by van Ballegooijen (1983) shows that it results in an increase of

the critical wavelength for unstable perturbations.

The above linear stability analyses help to explain the existence of a minimum

length scale for flux loops to overcome the stabilizing effect of the tension force.

However, these results are not directly applicable to our simulations for the

following reasons. First, we are studying the evolution of perturbed toroidal rings

at non-zero initial latitudes, whereas the above stability analyses (e.g. Spruit & van

Ballegooijen 1982a,b; van Ballegooijen 1983) were done for toroidal flux rings in

the equatorial plane of the Sun only. As pointed out by Moreno-Insertis (1991), a

toroidal ring lying at non-zero latitudes has a component of the tension force in the

9 (latitudinal) direction that can not be balanced by the buoyancy force, thus driving

a slow poleward slipping of the ring. Second, we have assumed thermal

equilibrium as the initial condition of our simulations, instead of the mechanical

equilibrium condition from which the above stability analysis is carried out. In

other words, in our simulations, both the perturbed segment and the rest of the

toroidal ring are initially buoyant, although the rest of the toroidal ring beneath the

convection zone quickly loses its buoyancy and evolves to a mechanical equilibrium

state with tension balancing buoyancy in the radial direction.

From our simulations we find that the penurbed segment of a toroidal ring will

not develop into a loop of flux that emerges to the surface unless its length scale

exceeds a cenain critical value Ac . The simulations indicate that Ac increases with

decreasing field strength B 0, and if A ~ 2.1X1010 em, all perturbed toroidal rings
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with B 0 ~ 30 kG will give rise to emerging flux. loops. This significantly smaller

value of "critical length", compared to that obtained from equation (3.6), arises

because we have assumed an initially buoyant toroidal ring in our simulations; the

length scale of the perturbed segment increases by a significant amount as the

remainder of the ring ascends and evolves toward the mechanical equilibrium

beneath the base of the convection zone.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of the evolution of a perturbed toroidal ring with

A. less than the critical value. In this case A=2.0xlOI0 em, eo = 1°, B 0 = 30 kG,

and C1> = 1022 Mx. The configurations of the ring at seven uniformly spaced

consecutive times during a total period of roughly 2.5 years is displayed in Figure

3, as viewed from (a) the north pole and (b) 10° above the equator. During the first

few months, the loop is rising under the buoyancy force, and in the meantime, the

entire ring moves toward higher latitude (see Fig. 3.3(b»). The driving forces of this

northward motion of the ring are (1) the e (latitudinal) component of the tension

force and (2) the e component of the Coriolis force which arises from the counter

rotating flow of the tube plasma induced by the rising motion of the loop.

However, as the loop rises, the tension force, which tries to pull the loop back,

increases. The rate at which the curvature of the loop apex grows is proportional to

A.-2. In this case, the length scale of the loop is sufficiently short to cause the

tension force to grow faster than the buoyancy force and therefore, after the first

few months, the rising motion subsides. As the loop stops rising, the northward

motion of the ring also stops. Because the toroidal ring has moved to a higher
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latitude, and the rising motion has subsided, the ring is overall closer to the

rotational axis. Conservation of angular momentum, therefore, builds up a motion of

the entire toroidal ring in the direction of rotation, i.e. the positive cjl direction. The

Coriolis force induced from this positive ep motion of the toroidal ring has a e

component that counteracts the e component of the tension force, and hence stops

the northward slippage of the ring. The toroidal ring as a whole thus reaches a

nearly steady state after the second time step shown in Figure 3.3. The loop apex

remains at the same depth, except for some small oscillations, and the average

latitude of the toroidal ring remains at approximately 7° without further change. As

can be seen from Figure 3.3, the toroidal ring as a whole (including the loop)

rotates in the positive ep direction at a steady speed of roughly 2.2° per month.

After about 2.5 years, the loop apex is still about 3.4x109 em above the base of the

convection zone, and the longitude of the apex has advanced from ep = 0° to

ep = 56°. Thus, in this case, the loop apex remains at a constant depth without

rising to the surface.

Our goal in this paper is to model the nonlinear process of flux loop

emergence and its implications for the formation and properties of bipolar magnetic

active regions. We will therefore now focus on those cases where the perturbed

segment directly develops into an emerging loop and reaches the surface layer

within a reasonably short time scale ($1 yr.). Thus our choices for the values of A

need to be greater than 2.1xlO lO em. We choose 3xlOIO em, 4xl01o em and

5xlO IO em to be the sampled values of A- for our simulations. The loop rise times t,
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resulting from these A. values of the initially perturbed segment are presented in

Figure 4. The rise time ranges from approximately 20 days to 200 days. As can be

seen from the Figure, higher field strengths and higher fluxes both result in shorter

rise times. In addition, as shown in Figure 3.5, the rise time also decreases with

increasing A to an asymptotic value; the asymptotic behavior implies that magnetic

tension has become unimportant compared to the other forces (e.g. buoyancy and

drag).

3.4. The Latitude of Flux Emergence

The emerging latitude gem of the flux loops from our simulations is shown in

Figure 3.6 as a function of field strength B 0 for various cases with different 90. <J>

and A. First, we can see clearly from the Figure that ami is always higher than the

initial latitude 90, This result has been noted in many previous studies (Choudhuri

& Gilman 1987; Choudhuri 1989; D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993; also Chapter 2). As

the toroidal flux ring (or a fraction of the toroidal ring) expands radially outward

due to buoyancy, a counter-rotating flow is induced inside the ring as a result of the

plasma in the tube attempting to conserve its angular momentum. This counter

rotating flow then induces a Coriolis force directed inward toward the rotation axis;

the 9 component of this Coriolis force drives the ring toward higher latitudes and

thus leads to a higher 9em than the initial latitude 90,

To compare the values of 9em we obtain here with those in Chapter 2 (from

simulations of multiple [m = 4] emerging loops), we have plotted, in Figure 3.7, an
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overlay of eem from Chapter 2 with the two panels of A. =4xlO lO em in Figure 3.6.

We can see that Sem obtained from single emerging loop simulations (solid lines) is

considerably reduced in comparison with that from Chapter 2 (dashed lines), for the

weaker magnetic fields, while in the high B 0 range, the two sets of results tend to

converge.

The reduction of 9em for single loops compared to multiple emerging loops,

can be understood qualitatively as follows. For a single emerging loop, a smaller

fraction of the toroidal ring is moving outward and away from the rotation axis

compared to the multiple loop case. Therefore, conserving angular momentum

induces a weaker counter-rotating flow in the toroidal ring of the single emerging

loop than in the ring of multiple emerging loops, and hence, a weaker Coriolis force

arises to drive the poleward motion of the ring. The result is a lower value of ami

for the single loop case. For the same reason, 9m1 is lower when A. is smaller, as

indicated in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 also shows that gem generally decreases with increased field

strength B 0' except for those cases with high initial latitudes 90, where gem varies

very little with B v. The general decrease of 9em with B 0 can be understood by

noting that the buoyancy force scales as B 02 while the Coriolis force scales as B 03/4

(see Chapter 2). Thus increasing B 0 will make the buoyancy force relatively more

dominant and cause the trajectory of the emerging loop to be more radial. However,

as 90 increases, the e component of the ring's tension force which drives the

poleward slippage of the ring becomes increasingly significant (because it is
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proportional to tan 90) , Since the tension force scales with B 02, in the same way as

the buoyancy force, the increasing importance of this e component of the tension

force in determining the poleward motion of the toroidal ring causes the dependence

of 6em on B 0 to be flattened. In addition, the tension force is present over the

entire toroidal ring, whereas the buoyancy force is confined solely to the emerging

section of the ring. At high latitudes, therefore, the increase in the a component of

the tension force as a result of increasing B 0' overall has a stronger effect than the

increase of the buoyancy force, leading to even a slight increase in 8em with

increasing Boas seen in a few curves with high values of 80 in Figure 3.6.

The dependence of Oem on the total flux <I> indicated in Figure 3.6 is that Oem

decreases with decreasing <1>, in agreement with the results of Chapter 2. The

reason for this dependence, as discussed in Chapter 2 and also noted by D'Silva &

Choudhuri (1993), is that smaller <I> results in a stronger drag force which can

transfer angular momentum from the external fluid to the flux tube.

An important question which must be addressed is the possibility of

reproducing the observed latitudes of surface active regions described as the

butterfly diagram through flux emergence of toroidal flux tubes from the base of the

convection zone. If we assume, as a working hypothesis, that at the base of the

convection zone there is a dynamo wave of toroidal magnetic field propagating

from eo =30° toward the equator (DeLuca & Gilman 1986, 1991), what then is the

surface manifestation of this dynamo wave as a result of flux eruption? Figure 3.8

shows how Oem varies in response to a decreasing eo for toroidal flux tubes with
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different initial field strengths Boat the bottom of the convection zone, First, we

find that for all the values of B 0 considered. here, the latitudes of emergence Gem

are all within the observed sunspot zone. In addition, eem decreases monotonically

with decreasing elP i.e. an equatorward propagating dynamo wave will be seen as

an equatorward migrating band of active region emergence. If the toroidal flux

tubes have a field strength of B 0 = 30 kG, then we can see from Figure 3.8 that

eem remains above eo by over 5° as eo approaches 0°, meaning that there exists an

equatorial gap which is devoid of active region emergence. However, if B0 for the

toroidal flux tubes is equal to or greater than 60 kG, the difference between Oem

and eo essentially decreases to zero in the limit of eo approaching 0°, and the

equatorial gap disappears. From the butterfly diagram of active regions with

(1) ~ 5x1021 Mx given in Wang & Sheeley (1989), we see that the active region

population extends from about 40° latitude all the way to the equator. This

suggests that toroidal flux tubes with field strength B 0 ~ 60 kG must exist, in order

to explain the presence of emerging active regions very close to the equator. This,

however, does not exclude the presence of toroidal flux tubes of B 0 ::: 30 kG, and in

fact, the decrease of active region populations within a few degrees of the equator

may be attributable to a fraction of the active region flux tubes having initial field

strength B 0 ::: 30 kG. To summarize, the comparison between the results of our

simulations and the observed active region latitudes suggests that an equatorward

propagating dynamo wave (from eo = 30° to the equator), can reproduce the

observed butterfly diagram at the surface through flux eruption, if some toroidal flux
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tubes with a field strength as strong as approximately 60 kG exist near the equator

in the dynamo layer.

The above conclusions are based on calculations assuming solid-body rotation

of the Sun. We will show that if effects of differential rotation are included in the

flux tube equation of motion, the need for such high field strengths may be

ameliorated (see §3.6).

3.5. Tiit Angles

3.5.1 Overview ofResults from Simulations

D'Silva (1992) and D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993) found that emerging flux

loops develop a tilt as a result of the Coriolis force acting on the rising loops. We

find similar results in our present simulations: the leading leg of each emerging loop

is at a lower latitude than the following leg at any depth in the convection zone.

This is clearly illustrated in Figure 3.9 which shows the variation of latitude along

the loop as a function of depth. The direction of this tilt is consistent with the

observed tilt angles of active regions. In order to quantitatively compare the tilts of

the emerging loops from our simulations with observed tilt angles of active regions,

we define the tilt angle a of an emerging loop as the angle between the tangent

vector ( I == arias ) at the apex of the loop and the positive <p direction (i.e. the

direction of rotation). If the tangent vector at the apex is tilted equatorward relative

to the positive <p direction, then the tilt angle a is assigned to be positive, or

"correctly" tilted. If, on the other hand, the tangent vector is tilted poleward
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relative to the positive <l> direction, then a is assigned to be negative, or "inversely"

tilted.

Figure 3.10 shows the computed a of emerging loops as a function of the

emerging latitude Oem of the loops. The six panels of Figure 3.10 correspond to

cases with different total flux and length scale of the initially perturbed segment.

Generally we find that a increases with the latitude of emergence Oem' in agreement

with "Joy's law". The increase of a with Oem is not strictly linear, being steeper for

smaller Oem' In a few cases with weak field strength, a begins to falloff at high

latitudes. However, if we disregard the high latitude portions of the curves with

B 0 = 30 kG, we can see from Figure 3.10 that a decreases with increasing field

strength B o- It is also evident that a increases with increasing total magnetic flux

<1>, and appears to decrease with increasing A.

3.5.2 A Simple Analysis of the Origin and Variations of Tilt

As noted by D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993), magnetic buoyancy stretches the

rising flux loop and makes particles at the top of the loop move away from each

other. The Coriolis force acting on this diverging velocity twists the loop to

produce a tilt. In spherical coordinates, the Coriolis force is

fc =-2ucjlroae, + 2ucjl(O, ee + (Zu, roe - 2uo(O,)elll' (3.7)

where (00 = (0 cos 0 and (0, = (0 sin 0 are respectively the 0 and the r components

of the angular velocity. Note that although we use 0 to denote latitude, rather than

the polar angle, ee points toward the equator in the northern hemisphere as normal

in a spherical coordinate system. To understand the origin of the tilt, we consider
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an untilted, :radially rising flux loop whose leading and following legs are

I
I
~'
I'
I'

symmetric, and whose tangent vector n at the apex is parallel to the positive 41

direction. It is then clear that the 9 component of the Coriolis force Ic9 is

primarily responsible for generating the tilt. More precisely, it is the difference

between I c9 in the leading and the following sides of the apex, as measured by the

gradient:

(3.8)
dlco

dS

ducjl
= 2 CJ) sin 9 T '

apex S apex

that directly causes the tilting of the loop. If duc!l"dS lapex > 0, i.e. ucjl is divergent at

the apex, then equation (3.8) indicates that a gradient of f c9 will arise that pushes

the leading side of the loop equatorward relative to the following side. To

determine the sign of ducjl/ds lapex' we decompose ucjl into the sum of'1cjl == ~ . ecjl

and u/'cjl == \)/ (I . ecjl), where ~ and u/ are respectively the components of the

velocity that are perpendicular and parallel to the flux tube. Thus,

ducjl = _~_cjl + _Uu_/ Jcjl + u/_d'_cjl
dS apex dS apex as apex dS apex

(3.9)= ~cjl + rrol
dS apex as apex·

At the second step, we have used 'ell1apex = 1, dt cjl/as lapex = 0, for the untilted flux

loop. We find that as the loop rises, the perpendicular component of the buoyancy

force stretches the loop and causes its two legs to move apart into the ±ep directions,

therefore resulting in a diverging '1ep at the apex, i.e, ~ell/as lapex > O. The sign of

du/las 'apex, on the other hand, is determined by the flow of plasma along the tube,
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attempting £0 reach hydrostatic equilibrium in the parallel direction (see Appendix

B). In the deep convection zone, iJu/las lapex is also positive (diverging). However,

as the loop enters the upper convection zone, where the external temperature

gradient becomes significantly superadiabatic, au/las lapex becomes negative, i.e. a

converging flow sets in. We will show in §3.5.5 that for flux loops with weak field

strengths (B 0 ::; 20 kG), this converging flow becomes dominant so early in the

evolution that the loops emerge with inverse tilts. For loops with B 0 ~ 30 kG, the

converging flow plays a less significant role and au~/as liJl.lex > 0 through most of

the convection zone so that the loops emerge with correct tilts. Figure 3.11 shows

the variation of 'U~ along a rising loop (with B 0 = 30 kG) at one instant during its

evolution. It can be seen that au~/as lapex > 0, and that the two legs of the loop are

moving apart relative to each other in the ±cp directions.

As the loop begins to twist under the influence of the torque produced by the

Coriolis force gradient aice/as 'apex, corresponding gradients of the drag and

tension forces, aide/as lapex and aitwas lapex arise to counteract the tilt. (For

brevity, we will refer to dice/as 'apex, aide/aS 'apex, and aite/as Iapex: as forces for

the remainder of §3.5.2, although they are really force gradients.) From examining

the simulations, we find that these opposing forces evolve to become comparable to

the driving Coriolis force and are therefore important in determining the final tilt

angle a of the loop. For those cases where the rise time is relatively short (roughly

less than the solar rotation period), the opposing drag force is relatively more

important than the tension. On the other hand, when the rise time is very long (a
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few times the solar rotation period), the tension is more important than the drag in

opposing the Coriolis force. In the following, we carry out a rough estimate of the

dependence of the individual forces on field strength, total flux, and the latitude of

the loop, in order to understand the variation of the tilt angle with these quantities.

The opposing force from the drag can be estimated as the following:

d/de u, <UlY'1 - <UlY'j
C (3.10)

dS apex - - D (7t<J)IB )112 &

where <UlY'1 and <ulY'j are the averaged ue for the leading and the following legs

of the loop, & can be estimated as half of the total length of the loop, and u, is

the rise speed of the loop. In addition, the growth rate of the tilt angle a is

estimated to be

da
dt

(3.11)

To determine how the tension force responds to the twisting of the loop, we

use a very simplified model: consider a straight thin flux tube being deformed in the

way illustrated in Figure 3.12. The arrows in the Figure show the direction of the

restoring tension forces T 1 and T 2' At point P, there exists a gradient of the tension

force, dT IdS Ip , which tries to reduce the angle a. One can estimate this gradient:

dT
dS p

B 2 4a------
81tp .1.5L'

(3.12)

This erIds Ip approximates the opposing tension force, d/telds lapex' that arises in

response to the tilt angle a of the loop. Here, p is the plasma density inside the

tube, and L corresponds to the length of one leg of the loop, L ::: /is .
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Finally, we need to estimate the driving Coriolis force. From equation (3.8),

we have

of the loop.

dlcs
as (3.13)

Now consider a balance between the Coriolis force and the drag force. This is

a good approximation in the limit of "fast evolution" (rise time less than the solar

rotation period). Using equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13), the balance between the

two forces yields

should be roughlyThe speed of

. <Ucll>l - <ucll>f u r da
2 ro sine &' - CD (7tfb/B )112 dt

separation of the two legs, <Ucll>l - <Ucll>f'

(3.14)

proportional to the rising speed of the loop ur :

<Ucll>l - <Ucll>f oc u..

Thus, from equations (3.14) and (3.15) we have

da . e 1h1l2n-1I2
dt DC sm 'V •

Furthermore, since

d a a---
dt t,

equation (3.16) yields

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

a DC sin e <fJ1I2B -ll2tr. (3.18)

Since t, DC 'Or -I, and we can estimate u, by considering the balance between the

buoyancy and drag forces (see Chapter 2): B 02/(8rrHp ) =CDPe u, 2/(n(J)/B0) 112, we
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obtain

(3.19)

implying

(3.20)

If we approximate e and B by eem and B 0> equation (3.20) gives roughly the

correct dependence of the final tilt angle on B 0' 6em , and €I>, as determined from

our simulations.

In the limit of "slow evolution" (i.e. the rise time is much greater than the

solar rotation period), our simulations indicate that the opposing tension force is

more important than the drag. We therefore consider a balance between the

Coriolis and the tension forces:

. <'\)41>/ - <1Jq,>/ B 2 4a (3.21)
2 co sm e &- - gnp /uL .

The separation speed of the legs <'\)41>/ - <'\)41>/ is again given by relations (3.15)

and (3.19). Thus, equation (3.21) yields

(3.22)

Coincidentally, the above equation gives the same predicted variation of tilt angle a

with B , <I> and e as does equation (3.20)!

Again, we can approximate B and e by B 0 and eem' although we should bear

In mind that e and B in the above scaling relation really represent the effective

mean values of latitude and field strength of the loop during its passage through the

convection wne. Therefore, for both fast and slow evolution cases,
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at oc sin Oem B 0-5/4(/) 114. (3.23)

Although the above analysis is highly simplified and has the nature of a rough

dimensional analysis, it gives us insight into why the tilt angle increases with

increasing latitude, total flux, and decreases with increasing field strength, as we

found from the simulations. For example, consider the variation of a with~. In

the limit of fast evolution, increasing total flux will (a) increase the growth rate of

a, because of a weaker opposing drag force, and (b) reduce the rise time tr •

However, the growth rate dsiidt scales with $112 (eq. [3.16]), whereas the rise time

t; oc u, -1 scales with <1>-114 (eq. [3.19]); therefore the final tilt angle a scales with

<1>114, i.e. it increases with $. On the other hand, in the limit of slow evolution,

where the final tilt angle is mainly determined by the balance between the Coriolis

and the tension forces, increasing total flux will increase the rising speed (eq.

[3.19]) and hence increases the driving Coriolis force (eq. [3.13] and [3.15]).

However, increasing flux does not affect the opposing tension force. Therefore, a

larger tilt angle again results from increasing the total flux <1>. In the same fashion,

we can understand the dependence of a on B 0 and Oem: Increasing the field

strength B 0 results in a faster rising loop and therefore increases the driving

Coriolis force. However, it also leads to a stronger opposing drag as well as a

stronger opposing tension. The net result is that a decreases with increasing B 0' as

shown in equation (3.23). The tilt angle increases with Oem' simply because the

driving Corioiis force is proportional to sine (see eq. [3.13]).
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3.5.3 Comparison of Simple Analysis with Simulations

In this section, we compare the predicted dependence of a on Bem , $ and B 0

given in the scaling relation (3.23) with the results of simulations. First, we find

that if we convert Figure 3.10 into plots of a (in radians) vs. sin 8em , the resulting

curves behave nearly identically to those in Figure 3.10: a generally increases with

sin Bern' as prediced by the simple analysis, although the increase of a with sin 8ern

is not strictly linear.

Second, to compare the B 0-5/4 and cf)1I4 dependences given in equation (3.23)

with the simulation results, we plot in Figure 3.13(a)-(b) on a log-log scale, o/sin 9"

as a function of B 0 and cf) respectively, based on the results of the simulations.

Although 80 is held fixed in the simulations, 8ern varies with both B o and cf). Thus,

we divide a by sin 6, with 6" = (80 + 8em )/2 approximating the mean latitude of the

loop during its passage through the convection zone, in an attempt to remove the

effect of varying 8ern on the variation of a. The simulation results shown in Figure

3.13 dearly have a more complex dependence on B 0 and <I> then the simple power

law of equation (3.23) represented by the straight lines. Nevertheless, we can see

that the scaling relation (3.23) provides a good qualitative prediction of the general

trend of the variation of a.

One thing worth noting in Figure 3.13(a) is that, at the low field strength end,

we begin to see a tendency for the curves of tilt angle to turn downward instead of

continuing to go up with decreasing field strength. We will discuss the nature of

this tendency in §3.5.5.
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Regarding the dependence of Ot on A., the simulations indicate that a generally

decreases with increasing A. (see Figure 3.10). From the point of view of equation

(3.21), increasing A can lead to an increase of the tilt angle because it reduces the

opposing tension force, if L in equation (3.21) is somewhat related to the initial

length scale A. On the other hand, increasing A reduces the rise time and also

increases Ss , and according to equation (3.14), both of these cause the final tilt

angle to be smaller. So the simple force balance analysis fails to give an

unambiguous answer regarding the dependence of a on A. It appears that the

decrease of rise time and the increase of &- , which can reduce the growth rate of a

(eq. [3.14]), together have the more significant effect, and thus lead to the decrease

of tilt angle with increasing A.

3.5.4 Comparison of Simulations with Observations

A comparison between the tilt angles of emerging loops from our simulations

(Figure 3.10) and the observed tilt angles of bipolar active regions shows a fairly

good agreement. The magnitude of the computed tilt angles of the loops is

certainly within the right range (about 0° to 20°). In addition, the general increase

of tilt angle with latitude is consistent with Joy's law, although there exist

significant differences among different observational results on how steeply the tilt

grows with latitude. For example, the study of Wang & Sheeley (1989, 1991)

shows that the average tilt angle increases to about 180 at approximately 35°

latitude. A linear least-squares fit to their mean observed tilt angles gives

sin a = 0.48 sin Bern (Wang & Sheeley 1991), which is shown as dashed lines in
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Figure 3.10. Other studies, however, have shown less steep increases of tilt with

latitude. The original measurement of sunspot group tilt angles by Hale et al,

(1919) found a mean tilt angle of about 12° near 35° latitude. A recent study by

Howard (l991b) of sunspot groups gives an average tilt of only 8° at around 35°

latitude. Another study of active regions by Howard (l991a) shows a more

complicated behavior, with the tilt angle increasing steadily to a maximum of about

13° near 25° latitude and then falling back to about 5° at roughly 35° latitude. If

we are to fit sin a. = b sin eem to these observational results, they translate to values

of b that are lower than 0.48, with a minimum of approximately 0.2. Thus we

have also plotted (dotted lines) sin a = 0.2 sin eem in Figure 3.10 to indicate

roughly the lower limit of the observed slope of tilt increase with active region

latitude.

Overall, we find that our simulation results shown in Figure 3.10 resemble the

variation of tilt with latitude presented by Howard (l991a, cf. Fig. 5), in the sense

that tilt increases more steeply at lower latitudes, while at higher latitudes, the tilt

angle shows a tendency to level off or even decrease. In detailed comparison,

Figure 3.10 shows that the curves corresponding to B 0 =50 kG, <I> = 1022 Mx, and

A=3xlO lO, 4x10 10 ern agree very well with the dashed lines corresponding to

sin a = 0.48 sin eem of Wang & Sheeley (1991). However, we certainly can not

conclude from this that all the toroidal flux tubes at the base of the convection zone

have a field strength of B 0 = 50 kG. The differences between different

observations of the variation of tilt with latitude are sufficiently large to enclose the
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simulation results for nearly the entire field st:rengtlh range 30 kG $ B 0 $ 90 kG.

We do find, however, that the results for B 0 = 30 kG deviate most strongly from a

linear increase of a with 9ms , and in some cases become incompatible with the

observations.

The dependence of a on <I> predicted by the scaling relation (23) can be tested

by observations. However, the observational results on the relationship between

region tilt angles and fluxes are still very uncertain. In Figure 3.6a of Wang &

Sheeley (1989), the average tilt angles for strong (<I> ~ 5.0xIW1 Mx), medium

(5.0xuf1 Mx ~ <I> ~ 2.0xl02 i M:.), and weak (<D s 2<OxlWl Mx) bipolar magnetic

regions (BMRs) are shown as a function of latitude. It can be seen from their

Figure that there are no significant differences between the average tilt angles of

BMRs with different fluxes, inconsistent with the increase of average tilt with

increasing flux suggested by our simulations. In addition, the observed tilt angles

of weaker BMRs tend to have a wider scatter than those of stronger BMRs, and

thus lead to larger r.m.s tilts for weaker BMRs, as shown in Figure 6b of Wang &

Sheeley (1989). The larger scatter of tilt angle values for lower flux active regions

can be explained by the drag force from convective motions, which acts more

strongly on tubes with smaller <f> than those with larger <D. Howard (199la) also

studied the relation between the active region flux and tilt angle. He plotted (Figure

6 of Howard 1991a) the average magnetic flux per region as a function of tilt angle

and concluded that the larger regions have the smallest tilt angles, which is opposite

to the prediction of our simulations. However, some recent indirect measurements
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seem to support our simulation result on the <I> dependence of n. Howard (1993)

found that active regions with larger polarity separations have larger tilt angles. In

the meantime, another observation by Howard (1992) showed that total flux and

polarity separation of active regions are correlated, with flux increasing almost

linearly with polarity separation. These two observations together suggest that tilt

angles are larger for regions with larger total fluxes, consistent with our prediction.

Thus, there is conflicting evidence concerning the correlation between active region

tilt angles and fluxes, and further observational tests are needed.

The multiple loop simulations carried out by D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993)

found that the computed tilt angles match the observations only if the initial toroidal

field strength lies in the range between 60 kG and 160 kG, with 100 kG fitting the

observational result of Wang & Sheeley (1989, 1991) most closely. Field strengths

stronger than 160 kG lead to tilts too small in magnitude compared to observations,

while field strengths smaller than 60 kG result in loops emerging at very high

latitudes and tilt angles that disobey the Joy's law. Our single emerging loop

simulations, however, find that tilts from loops with B 0 ranging from 30 kG to 90

kG are all consistent with observations. The high field strengths (-100 kG)

recommended by D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993) seem to give tilt angles that are too

small according to our calculations.
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3.5.5 Inverse Tilts of Weak Field Strength Flux Loops

It is interesting to note how the tilt angle changes as the toroidal field strength

8 0 drops below 30 kG, as shown in Figure 3.14. We find that the tilt angle begins

to drop sharply with decreasing B 0 when B 0 :s 30 kG, and when B 0 :s 20 kG, loops

become inversely tilted. Figure 3.15 shows the variation of latitude with depth,

along an emerging loop with initial field B 0 = 10 kG. In the deeper portion of the

convection zone, the leading leg is still closer to the equator than the following leg,

but above a certain depth the tilt is reversed. The magnitude of the inverse tilt

angle at emergence can be greater than 90° for loops with B 0 = 10 kG (Figure

3.14), meaning active regions which violate the Hale's polarity laws may be formed

from these loops.

The inverse tilts for weak flux loops can be understood by considering the

au/ las lapex term in equation (3.9), which corresponds to the parallel flow inside the

tube as a result of the tube plasma trying to reach hydrostatic equilibrium (hereafter

HE). We know that due to the perpendicular component (perpendicular to the tube)

of the buoyancy force stretching the flux loop and separating the leading and

following legs, the term ~ep/as lapex in equation (3.9) is always positive, and

therefore contributes to a divergence of uep at the apex of the loop. The Coriolis

force resulting from this divergence of 'Uep twists the loop into the correct tilt (see

eq. [3.8]). In the meantime, as discussed in the Appendix, the parallel velocity '0/

induced to establish HE along the tube is also divergent at the apex

(au/ Ids lapex > 0) when the loop is In the deep convection zone, where the
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temperature stratification is nearly adiabatic. This diverging flow therefore adds to

the divergence of '\.)$ at the apex. However, when the loop enters the upper

convection zone, where the external plasma becomes significantly superadiabatic, a

strong converging parallel flow (du/ldS lopa < 0) sets in to establish HE, which

contributes to a converging ucfl at the apex. We find from the simulations, as well

as the analytical calculation of du/ldS lapex given in the Appendix, that for flux

loops with weaker field strengths, the converging parallel flow becomes dominant

earlier (at greater depths). For loops with B 0 $ 20 kG, the converging flow

reverses the direction of the twisting Coriolis force at such substantial depths that

this reversed force significantly reduces the tilt of the loop developed earlier in its

evolution, and can even generate an inverse tilt angle upon emergence. For

stronger flux loops (B 0 ~ 30 kG), however, the converging parallel flow becomes

dominant only when the loop is much closer to the photosphere, so that the tilt

angles developed earlier in its evolution are not significantly altered upon

emergence. The inverse tilts for weak field strength (B 0 $ 20 kG) loops suggest

that the toroidal flux tubes which give rise to the great majority of active regions

probably have field strength B0 ~ 30 kG.

3.6. The Effects of Differential Rotation

To determine the effects of differential rotation on the dynamics of emerging

flux loops, we carry out simulations incorporating the helioseismologically inferred

differential rotation rate in the convection and radiative zones. In O:.Ir simulations,
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(3.24)

the differential rotation acts as a large scale external velocity field which affects the

motions of flux tubes through the drag force. Thus the modification of the model

required is to replace the drag force terrn in the equation of motion (the last term in

eq. [3.1]) by

CD Pe {jj '(1) - 1>e~l(u - 'Ue~

- 2..J7tCI> P

where u is the velocity of the flux tube and 'De is the velocity of the external flow

due to differential rotation. Both 1) and u, are determined with respect to the

reference frame rotating at an angular velocity COo, whose magnitude is

roo = 2.73xl<J6 rad s-l, which is the approximate rotation rate of the radiative

interior of the Sun (see e.g. Dziembowski, Goode, & Libbrecht 1989; Brown et al.

1989; Goode et <11. 199!). Thus, the CorioIis force term in the equation of motion

(the first term on the right hand side of eq. [3.1]) becomes -2C1loxU, and the

external velocity field u, can be expressed as:

1)e =rcose (co - roo) ellJ'

where ro is the solar rotation rate.

(3.25)

According to the prevailing interpretation of rotational splitting data from

helioseismology (see e.g. Dziembowski, Goode, & Libbrecht 1989; Brown et al.

1989; Goode et al. 1991), the rotation rate ro in the bulk of the convection zone

does not vary with depth, but depends on latitude only (except perhaps in a very

thin layer near the top of the convection zone; Korzennik 1990). In other words,

the latitudinal differential rotation rate at the surface of the Sun persists essentially

all the way to the base of the convection zone. The radiative interior, on the other
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hand, appears to rotate nearly rigidly at a constant rate (00' which equals the rate at

approximately 35° latitude in the convection zone. Using the result of Brown er al.

(1989) as a guide, we adopt the following to approximate the solar rotation rate 00:

{

ro1 - ID.2 sin2 8 - CO] sin'' e r > r..
ro = (3.26)

roo r < rc - or,
where (01 =2.88xlO-6 rad s', ID.2 =3.6IxlO-7 rad s', CO:3 =4.34xlO-7 rad s', and

rc is the radius of the base of the convection zone. Innnediately beneath the base

of the convection zone, we add a transition layer of thickness Or =109 em, in

which (0 is computed through a linear interpolation in radius between the upper and

lower boundaries. The initial conditions and parameters for the perturbed toroidal

flux rings remain the same as those described in §3.2. The toroidal rings are

assumed to be initially co-rotating with the radiative core.

Figure 3.16(a) shows (solid curves) the evolution of a perturbed toroidal flux

ring in the presence of differential rotation, as viewed from the north pole. In this

example, B 0 = 30 kG, 80 = 5°, <I> = Ion Mx, and A. = 4xlO lO em. An emerging

flux loop arises from the perturbed segment of the toroidal ring, as in the solid-body

case. For comparison, we show in the same Figure the evolution of the perturbed

toroidal ring (dash-dotted curves) assuming solid-body rotation; a comparison of the

two cases indicates the amount of distortion that differential rotation produces in the

final emerging loop. The comparison shows that the distortion is not great. The

emerging loop in the differential rotation case is slanted toward the direction of

rotation relative to the loop in the solid-body case.
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According to the differential rotation profile described in equation (3.26), the

perturbed segment of a toroidal ring with eo ~ 30° experiences a rapid increase of

rotation rate of the surrounding fluid as it enters the convection zone from below.

This increase imparts an additional drag force Oil the rising loop in the direction of

rotation, so that the final emerging loop slants more toward the direction of rotation.

Furthermore, the rising flux loop gains additional angular momentum because of

the increased drag force it experiences toward the direction of rotation. We

therefore expect a decrease of the emerging latitude of the loop in comparison with

that in the solid-body case. Indeed we see in Figure 3.16(b), which shows the

trajectories of the loop apex in the meridional plane for both cases, that the

emerging latitude is lower with differential rotation.

Figure 3.17 shows an extensive comparison of the latitude of emergence by

overlaying Oem obtained from simulations assuming solid-body rotation (dashed

lines) with those obtained from simulations with differential rotation included (solid

lines). In all cases studied, differential rotation reduces the emerging latitude Oem

so that it reflects more closely the initial latitude 00. The difference in Bem between

the solid-body and differential rotation cases is more significant for smaller 00, and

decreases with increasing 00. As 00 increases to 30°, we find that Oem with

differential rotation essentially converges with the solid-body case. This variation is

easily understood because as 00 increases from 0° to 30°, the rotation rate of the

convection zone becomes closer to that of the radiative interior, and therefore loops

entering the convection zone experience a smaller increase of the drag force.
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In §3.4 we discussed the possibility of reproducing all the active region

latitudes seen in the observed butterfly diagram. We found that flux eruption of

toroidal magnetic field with 30 kG field strength would produce a noticeable

equatorial gap (extending from the equator to at least ±50 latitude) devoid of active

region emergence. However, the further reduction of Oem as a result of including

differential rotation causes this gap to be reduced and become negligible.

Therefore, it becomes possible for an equatorward propagating dynamo wave of

toroidal magnetic field as weak as 30 kG to reproduce the observed butterfly

diagram at the surface through flux eruption.

The effect of differential rotation on tilt angles of emerging flux loops is also

studied by comparing a from simulations of both the solid-body and differential

rotation cases. Figure 3.18 shows a as a function of Oem computed from

simulations including differential rotation. When compared with Figure 3.10, we

find that although the individual values of a may differ by a few degrees from the

solid-body case, overall, the qualitative behaviors of the tilt angles remain

unchanged. The values of a are still within the range of the observed active region

tilt angles, and the variation of a with Oem' B 0 and cJ> are in general the same as

was found in the solid-body case. Therefore, differential rotation does not seem to

playa significant role in determining the tilt angles of emerging flux loops.

Overall, we find that the changes induced by including differential rotation are

not substantial and in most cases can be described as "small perturbations" on the

solid-body results. Furthermore, it is worth noting that in the presence of
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differential rotation, the field strength asymmetry between the leading and the

following legs of the final emerging loop remains essentially the same as in the

solid-body case, and that the distortion on the final emerging loop produced by the

differential rotation is small, as can be seen from Figure 3.16(a). This confirms the

conclusion reached in Chapter 2 concerning the origin of the observed

morphological asymmetries in bipolar active regions.

3.7. Summary of Emerging Loop Dynamics

We have applied the numerical model of flux tube dynamics described in

Chapter 2 to study the nonlinear evolution of single emerging magnetic flux loops.

Each emerging loop arises from a small radial perturbation of one segment (with

length scale A.) of a toroidal flux ring lying just beneath the solar convection zone.

In contrast, previous numerical simulations imposed a periodic wave pattern on the

initial toroidal ring, so that multiple loops emerge simultaneously. We show that

the emergence of single magnetic flux loops from toroidal flux rings, presumably

generated by a dynamo mechanism near the base of the convection zone, can

reproduce several important observed properties of active regions at the surface:

I) The butterfly diagram

Our simulations show that loops with an initial field strength B 0 ranging from 30

kG to 90 kG and an initial latitude less than 30° all emerge within the observed

active region latitudes. Furthermore, the emerging latitude Sem decreases

monotonically with decreasing initial latitude So, so that an equatorward propagating
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I dynamo wave will lead to an equatorward migrating band of flux eruption. If

solid-body rotation is assumed, then in order to reproduce ail the active region

latitudes seen in the butterfly diagram, and in particular, to explain those few active

regions that emerge within a few degrees of the equator, toroidal flux tubes with B 0

as large as 60 kG are necessary. However, with the inclusion of differential

rotation, Oem is further reduced, so that toroidal flux tubes with Boas weak as 30

kG can erupt within a few degrees of the equator.

2) The morphological asymmetry

In agreement with Chapter 2, we continue to find that the field strength of the

leading leg of each emerging loop is about twice that of the following leg at all

depths in the convection zone. This field strength asymmetry, as discussed in

Chapter 2, provides a natural explanation of the more compact and longer lived

nature of the leading polarity of an active region as compared to its following

polarity. Furthermore, because the field strength asymmetry is caused by a

transport of mass from the leading leg to the following leg of the loop, we suggest

that this flow may be observable as an asymmetry in the vertical velocities of the

two polarities of an active region early in its formation, when flux emergence is still

occurring.

3) The axial tilt angles of active regions

The Coriolis force originating from the diverging u<I> at the apex of a rising loop

acts to twist the loop and causes a tilt relative to the azimuthal (east-west) direction

as the loop emerges. The tilt angles a computed from our simulations can
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reproduce the sign, magnitude, and the latitudinal variation of the observed active

region tilt angles. For example, the parameters B 0 = 50 kG and ¢ = 1022 Mx seem

to do a good job of reproducing the least-squares fit to the observational data by

Wang & Sheeley (1991). The high field strengths (-100 kG) suggested by D'Silva

& Choudhuri (1993) seem to give tilt angles that are too small in our own

calculations. The increase of a with cI> predicted by our simulations can be tested

by observations. However, existing observational results regarding the correlation

between active region tilt angles and fluxes are still uncertain. Inclusion of

differential rotation in our simulations does not alter the qualitative behavior of the

tilt angle of emerging loops. Finally, loops with initial toroidal field strengths

B 0 $ 20 kG emerge with tilt angles that are opposite from those of most active

regions, suggesting that toroidal flux tubes which give rise to the great majority of

active regions probably have a field strength B 0 ~ 30 kG.
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Figure 3.1 The emergence of a single magnetic flux loop from a perturbed toroidal
flux ring. (a) The initial configuration of the perturbed toroidal ring lying slightly
beneath the base of the convection zone, at 5° latitude, viewed from the north pole
of the Sun. A segment of the ring centered at 4to = 0° is displaced upward into the
convection zone. The length of the perturbed segment is A. = 4xlOlO em. The flux
ring has a total flux <I> = 1022 Mx and a field strength B 0 = 30 kG. The subsequent
evolution of the perturbed toroidal ring is shown in (b) and (c), as viewed from the
north pole, and from 5° above the equator, respectively. The configurations of the
ring at 5 instants during its evolution are shown as solid curves. The arrow shows
the direction of solar rotation. The inner and the outer dotted circles mark,
respectively, the base of the convection zone and the photosphere.
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Figure 3.2 The variation of magnetic field strength along the emerging loop, as a
function of depth throughout the convection zone. The field strength of the leading
leg of the loop is approximately twice that of the following leg at any chosen depth.
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Figure 3.3 Evolution of a perturbed toroidal ring with the length scale of the
perturbed segment A less than the critical value Ac . The configuration of the ring at
7 uniformly spaced, consecutive instants during a total period of 2.5 years is shown
in solid curves, as viewed from (a) the north cole, and from (b) 10° above the
equatorial plane. In this example, A =2x101 em, eo =1°, B 0 =30 kG, and
q, = 1022 Mx.
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Figure 3.4 The rise time t, of emerging flux loops with different initial parameters
B 0' So, <I>, and A.
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Figure 3.5 The variation of rise time t; with the length of the perturbed segment
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Figure 3.6 The latitude of emergence eern for loops with different initial
parameters B 0, eo, <I> and A, obtained from simulations assuming solid-body
rotation,
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Figure 3.7 The emerging latitude Oem obtained in Chapter 2 (dashed lines) from
simulations of multiple (m = 4) emerging loops in comparison with 9em obtained in
this Chapter (solid lines) from simulations of single emerging loops with
A = 4xlO lO em. The length scale for eaeh of the upward perturbed segments in the
multiple loop case in Chapter 2 is A = 1trccos901m = 3.4xIO lO ern to 3.9xlOlO em,
for 90 = I° to 30°. Here Tc = 4.99xlO lO ern is the radius of the base of the
convection zone.
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Figure 3.8 The variation of the emerging latitude eem as a function of the initial
latitude eo for loops with various initial field strengths B 0 and total flux ~, based
on results from simulations assuming solid-body rotation.
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Figure 3.9 The variation of latitude e along an emerging loop as a function of
depth, resulting from the simulation with B 0 =30 kG, <1> = 1~2 Mx, eo =5° and
A. =4xlO lO em. It shows that the leading leg of the emerging loop is tilted
equatorward relative to the following leg.
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Figure 3.10 The tilt angle a of emerging loops as a function of the emerging
latitude 6em 7 computed from simulations with different initial parameters B ()7 <J> and
A, and assuming solid-body rotation of the Sun. The dashed lines correspond to
sin a =0.48 sin Bern' which is the linear least square fit to the mean observed tilt
angles of active regions, from Wang and Sheeley (1991). The dotted lines
correspond to sin a =0.2 sin Bem , which indicates roughly the lower limit of the
observed slope of tilt increase with active region latitude.
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Figure 3.11 The vananon of 1>41 along a rising loop as a function of depth,
showing that the <p velocity at the apex of the loop is divergent, i.e.
ChVdS lapex > o.
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Figure 3.12 A straight magnetic thin flux tube is deformed as shown. Restoring
tension forces (force per unit mass) T l' T 2 arise in response to the deformation.
When a is small, ITII = IT21 - (B 2/81tp) 2aJL, where B is the field strength, and p
is the tube plasma density. At point P, the effect of the tension forces T 1 and T 2 is
to reduce the angle a.
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Figure 3.13 The variation of a/sinS with (a) B o and (b) <1>, obtained from the
simulations, in comparison with the scaling relations (the straight lines)
rz/sinS oc B 0-5/4 and n/sin S oc <1>114. Here S = (9Dn + 90)/2 approximates the mean
latitude of the loop apex during its passage through the convection zone.
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Figure 3.14 The variation of tilt angle a with field strength B 0' showing that as B 0

drops below 30 kG, a. begins to decrease sharply with decreasing B 0' and when
B 5 20 kG, ex becomes negative, i.e. loops emerge with inverse tilts.
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Figure 3.15 The variation of latitude with depth, along an emerging loop with
initial field strength B 0 = 10 kG. Above a certain depth, the tilt of the loop is
reversed, with the leading leg being higher in latitude than the following leg. Other
initial parameters for this example are: <I> = 1&2 Mx, eo =5°, and A=3xlOlO em.
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Figure 3.16 The evolution of a perturbed toroidal ring assuming differential
rotation (solid curves), in comparison with that assuming solid-body rotation of the
Sun (dash-dotted curves). In (a) the configurations of the toroidal ring, as viewed
from the north pole of the Sun, are compared at 3 consecutive instants during its
evolution. In (b) the trajectories of the loop apex in the meridional plane are
compared. We can see from (a) that the final emerging loop in the differential
rotation case is slanted toward the direction of rotation relative to the loop in the
solid-body case, and from (b) that differential rotation causes the emergence to be
more radial. The initial parameters of the toroidal ring are: B 0 = 30 kG, (f) = 1022

Mx, eo =5°, and A=4xlO lO ern. The inner and outer dotted circles mark,
respectively, the base of the convection zone and the photosphere.
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Figure 3.17 A comparison of eem obtained from simulations including differential
rotation (solid Jines) with those assuming soIid-lxxIy rotation (dashed lines).
Differential rotation reduceds eem significantly in the weak field and low eo ranges.
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Figure 3.18 The tilt angle a as a function of emerging latitude Oem' for different
initial parameters B 0, <1>, and A, computed from simulations including differential
rotation. The dashed lines correspond to sin a = 0.48 sin Oem' which is the linear
least square fit to the mean observed tilt angles of active regions, from Wang and
Sheeley (1991). The dotted lines correspond to sin a = 0.2 sin Oem' which indicates
roughly the lower limit of the observed slope of tilt increase with active region
latitude.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

Recent progress in helioseismology and in the study of the solar dynamo have

revealed fundamental difficulties associated with operating the solar cycle dynamo

mechanism in the bulk of the convection zone. These difficulties have led to the

consensus that the dynamo responsible for the solar cycle does not operate in the

bulk of the convection zone, but rather in a thin "overshoot layer" between the

convection zone and the radiative interior. Thus, toroidal magnetic flux generated

in the dynamo layer must traverse the entire convection zone before it can emerge

to the surface to form the observed active regions. This dissertation was therefore

motivated by a need to understand the process of transporting magnetic flux from

the base of the convection zone to the photosphere. Based on the fundamental

equations of thin flux tube dynamics derived by Spruit (1981) and Choudhuri

(1989), we have developed (in Chapter 2) a numerical model to follow the dynamic

evolution of a thin, closed magnetic flux tube moving in three-dimensions in the

solar interior. Using this numerical model, we have performed simulations of the

emergence of toroidal flux tubes in the form of loop-like structures through the

solar convection zone. By analyzing the simulation results, we investigated the

subsurface origins of various well-known properties of bipolar active regions and

how flux tube emergence and active region formation should vary with the initial

conditions of the toroidal flux tubes generated by the solar dynamo. As a result,

this research has greatly improved our understanding of the roles various forces
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(buoyancy, magnetic tension, aerodynamic drag, and Coriolis force) play in the

dynamics of flux loop emergence and the formation of bipolar active regions.

Consistent with previous two-dimensional and three-dimensional calculations

of the buoyant rise of magnetic flux loops (Moreno-Insertis 1986; Chou & Fisher

1989; Choudhuri 1989; D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993), we found that the buoyancy

force can bring segments of toroidal flux tubes to the surface in the form of

emerging loops in a time scale of months, provided that the length of the perturbed

segment is greater than a critical value. The loop rise time is found to vary with

the initial field strength and the total flux of the tube (see e.g. Figure 3.4). Knowing

the time scale of active region formation (a few days from its appearance to the end

of its growth), we can infer that an active region is formed through the eruption of

one flux loop carrying the total flux of the entire region, rather than the successive

eruptions of many flux loops carrying different fractions of the total flux from the

base of the convection zone to the surface. If the latter were true, due to the

differences in rise times among loops with different fluxes, the time scale for the

formation of an active region can easily last for weeks rather than the observed time

scale of a few days (e.g. Zwaan 1985).

Most importantly, our study has revealed that the Coriolis force, which results

from the rotation of the Sun, is responsible for producing the well-known

morphological asymmetries one sees between the leading and following polarities of

an active region. Observations show that the flux of the leading polarity of an

active region is mostly concentrated in large and coherent sunspots, whereas the
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flux of the following polarity tends to be more dispersed and fragmented, and that

the leading spots of an active region tend to be larger in area, fewer in numbers and

have longer lifetimes than the following spots (Bray & Loughhead 1979, pp. 226

236). From our simulations, we have discovered (Chapter 2) that as each flux loop

approaches the photosphere, the magnetic field strength of the leading leg of the

emerging loop is about twice as large as that of the following leg at any chosen

depth in the convection zone. This field strength asymmetry is caused by the

combined action of the Coriolis force and the anchoring of the innermost portions

of the loop beneath the base of the convection zone. As each loop rises due to

buoyancy, the Coriolis force induces a counter-rotating flow within the loop that

evacuates plasma out of the leading leg through the apex and deposits it in the

following leg. This evacuation of plasma "deflates" the leading leg and results in

an enhanced magnetic field strength there compared to the following leg. With a

greater field strength, the leading leg of the emerging loop is less susceptible to

disturbances from turbulent motions and hence, is less fragmented upon emergence.

This naturally explains the origin of the more compact and longer lasting leading

polarity of an active region as compared to the following.

As a possible observational test, we suggest that the counter-rotating flow of

plasma from the leading leg to the following, induced by the Coriolis force as the

loop rises, may be observable as an asymmetry in the vertical velocities of the two

polarities of an active region early in its formation. Base on our simulations, we

estimate the magnitude of the flow to be on the order of a few tenths of a
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kilometers per second, and the flow should persist as long as the flux emergence is

occurring.

In addition, it has been suggested (Leighton 1969; Wang & Sheeley 1991,

D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993) that the Coriolis force is also the cause of the observed

axial tilt angles of bipolar active regions (Hale et. al 1919, Wang & Sheeley

1989,1991; Howard 1991a,b). Similar to the findings of previous dynamic

calculations (D'Silva & Choudhuri 1993), our study (Chapter 3) shows that the

Coriolis force originating from the diverging east-west velocity at the top of a rising

loop acts to twist the loop, producing a tilt upon emergence that is the same sense

as the observed tilt angles of active regions. To quantify the tilt of emerging loops

and compare it with the observed active region tilt angles, we compute the tilt angle

of an emerging loop defined as the angle made by the tangent vector of the loop

apex relative to the east-west direction. For physically reasonable choices of

toroidal field strength 3x104 G ~ B o~ 9xlcr G, the computed tilt angles of the

emerging loops are consistent with the sign, the magnitude and the latitudinal

variation of active region tilt angles (i.e. Joy's law, see e.g. Hale et. al [1919]). In

particular, the linear least-square fit to the observed tilt angle variation with latitude

obtained by Wang & Sheeley (1989,1991) is closely matched by the result of our

simulations with initial toroidal field B0 =5xl04 G and total flux <I> = 1022 Mx.

From a simple force balance analysis, we have obtained a scaling law which

describes the dependence of the tilt angle a on the characteristic field strength B,

latitude e, and the total flux <I> of the loop: a oc sin eB -5/4 <1>114. This scaling law
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provides a good description of the behavior of the computed tilt angles from most

of our simulations. There exists some observational results (Howard 1992, 1993)

which support the increase of tilt angle a with increasing <I> as predicted by the

scaling relation, although there is also conflicting evidence (Howard 1991a; Wang

& Sheeley 1989).

We found from our simulations that loops with initial toroidal field strength

B 0 :s 2x104 G emerge with inverse tilt angles which are opposite to those of active

regions, with the leading side more poleward than the following. In particular, for

B 0 - 1x104 G, the magnitude of the inverse tilt at emergence can be greater than

90°, i.e. violating Hale's polarity laws. This result suggests that the toroidal flux

tubes which give rise to the great majority of active regions should have a field

strength B 0 ~ 3x104 G. The cause of the reversed tilt angles for weak field strength

flux loops is a strong converging parallel flow that sets in at the top of the loop, in

an attempt to establish hydrostatic equilibrium when the loop reaches the upper

layers of the convection zone.

There has been much discussion (e.g. Choudhuri & Gilman 1987; Choudhuri

1989; Choudhuri & D'Silva 1990; D'Silva & Choudhuri 1991, 1993) about the

problem of the non-radial trajectory of flux tube emergence: the Coriolis force

deflects the rising flux tubes poleward and causes them to emerge at high latitudes

inconsistent with the observed sunspot zones, unless the initial field strength of the

tubes is very high (-lOS G). This dilemma was first discovered by Choudhuri &

Gilman (1987) who studied the axisymmetric eruption of toroidal flux rings through
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the convective envelope of the Sun. They found that as each toroidal ring begins

expanding radially outward due to buoyancy, the Coriolis force, or the tendency for

tube plasma to conserve angular momentum, induces an counter-rotating flow inside

the ring. This counter-rotating flow then induces a Coriolis force directed inward

toward the rotation axis; the 8 component of this Coriolis force drives the ring to

very high latitudes. In Chapter 2, we demonstrated that in the case of non

axisymmetric eruption of a toroidal ring in the form of emerging flux loops, the

azimuthal (east-west) component of the drag force exerted on the loops from the

ambient fluid can transfer angular momentum to the tube plasma and hence

produces a more radial emergence, i.e. reduces the latitude of emergence. The

more radial trajectory of emergence in the presence of the drag force has also been

noted in the calculations of D'Silva & Choudhuri (1993). Furthermore, we found

(in Chapter 3) that if the fraction of the total length of the toroidal ring that

emerges to the surface is made smaller, the latitude of emergence is lower. Our

simulations showed that the buoyant rise of a single flux loop from a toroidal ring

lead to a latitude of emergence significantly lower than that of the simultaneous

eruption of multiple loops from the ring, and much lower than that of the

axisymmetric eruption of the entire toroidal ring. The reason is that if a smaller

fraction of the toroidal ring is moving outward away from the rotation axis, angular

momentum conservation will induce a weaker counter-rotating flow in the ring, and

hence a weaker Coriolis force arises to drive the poleward motion of the rising

loop. We found from our simulations of single emerging flux loops that the
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emerging latitudes are consistent with the observed butterfly diagram, assuming a

dynamo wave propagating from 30° latitude to the equator at the base of the

convection zone, In the case of solid-body rotation, a toroidal field strength

B 0 ~ 6x10 4 G is required to avoid a significant equatorial gap and explain the

presence of active regions within a few degrees of the equator. However, if

differential rotation is included, the requirement of high field strength stated above

is ameliorated and B ~ 3xlif G can lead to an acceptable butterfly diagram.

The effect of solar differential rotation on the dynamics of flux loop

emergence was studied in Chapter 3 by incorporating a large scale external velocity

field into our numerical model. The external velocity field affects the motions of

flux tubes through the drag force. We found that the final emerging loop in the

case of differential rotation inclines more toward the direction of rotation than in

the case of solid body rotation. In addition, for loops with initial latitude 80 :5 30°,

differential rotation causes the trajectory of emergence to be more radial, and

hence results in lower emerging latitudes. Assuming a solar differential rotation

profile obtained from helioseismology (e.g. Brown et. al 1989), a rising flux loop

entering the convection zone from latitude 80 $ 30° should experience a rapid

increase of rotation rate of the surrounding fluid. This increased rotation imparts an

additional drag force on the rising loop in the direction of rotation, and causes the

final emerging loop to slant more toward the direction of rotation. Furthermore,

because of the increased drag force it experiences, the rising flux loop gains

additional angular momentum and emerges at a lower latitude. Our simulations
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also showed that the inclusion of differential rotation does not change the

qualitative behavior of loop tilt angles, nor does it alter the result of field strength

asymmetry between the leading and the following legs of an emerging flux loop.

Overall, we have found that the changes induced by including differential rotation

are not substantial and in most cases can be described as "small perturbations" of

the results obtained assuming solid-body rotation.

In summary, this dissertation adds strong support to the current consensus of

solar cycle dynamo operating in the overshoot layer, by showing that the emergence

of anchored flux loops from toroidal flux tubes beneath the base of the convection

zone can reproduce several important features of active regions observed at the

surface, i.e. the latitude of emergence described by the butterfly diagram, the

morphological asymmetry, and the tilt angles of active regions. The results of our

simulations also help to constrain the toroidal field strength generated by the

dynamo. It has been argued that the toroidal field must be at least 104 G to avoid

complete distortion of rising flux tubes by convective motions and to explain the

storage of flux erupted during a cycle in the overshoot layer (Zwaan 1978; van

Ballegoijen 1982; Parker 1987c; Durney, DeYoung & Passot 1990). Our

simulations show that the tilt angles of emerging loops only become consistent with

the observed active region tilt angles described by the Joy's law when the toroidal

field strength B o :?= 3x104 G. Loops with 8 0 :5 2x104 G are found to emerge with

opposite tilts from those of active regions. This suggests a lower limit for the

toroidal field strength of around 3x1Q4 G in the dynamo layer. On the other hand,
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we are less certain about the maximum field strength of the toroidal field based on

our simulations. The emerging latitudes for loops with 8 0 ~ 3xlif G are shown to

be consistent with the butterfly diagram, and the emergence becomes more radial as

the field strength increases. The magnitude of the tilt angle a is shown to decrease

with increasing field strength roughly as a oc B 0-5/4, and we find it becomes too

small in comparison with observations when B 0 - 105 G.

The numerical model used in this dissertation has incorporated several

simplying assumptions (such as the thin flux tube approximation and the adiabatic

evolution of tube plasma) which limited the scope of our investigation to flux

transport within the solar interior. At the time an active region flux tube breaks

through the photosphere, these assumptions have become invalid, and we are unable

to follow the subsequent formation and evolution of the active region within the

framework of our simulations. Although we can infer some important

characteristics of the newly formed active region based on the knowledge of the

final emerging loop from our simulations, the detailed physics of active region

evolution and decaying is still not understood. To study the post-emergence

evolution of active region flux tubes beneath the surface, it is necessary to develop

a more sophisticated dynamic model which takes into account both the flaring of

tube diameter and the radiative heat loss of tube plasma near the surface.
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APPENDIX A

The NumeB"ocal Algorithm

The equations of flux tube dynamics derived in Chapter 2 (eq. [2.22-2.25]) are

a set of non-linear, partial differential equations (PDE's), for the dependent

variables r, 'U, .1p, and B, which are regarded as functions of the 2 independent

variables, U and t . Note that all derivatives with respect to s in equations (2.22-

2.25) can be convened to derivatives in u by using the relation a(dS = (IlL) a/au,

where L is the total length of the tube. Since the dependent variables are given as

functions of u at t = 0, the problem of flux tube dynamics may be formally

regarded as an initial value problem.

Let the set of dependent variables { r, u, .1p, B } = {x, y, z, 'Ux ' 'Uy , 'Uz , L\p,

B }, be represented by the vector A(u,t), where each component AA; corresponds to

one of the 8 dependent variables. Each of the 8 equations (2.22-2.25) (note that

each vector equation has 3 components) can be schematically written in the form

for i E {I,2,...8}.

aA j aAk a2AA;
- =f·(Ak - , -2- ; k = 1,2, ...,8),at II I • au t au t

(A.I)

The PDE's in equation (A.I) can be discretized by assuming that each

dependent variable Ak (u,t) is defined on a uniform mesh of N points in u:

Ak,j(t) =Ak(uj,t), (A.2)

where Uj =U - 1)/(N -. 1), for j = 1,2,...N. All 1st and 2nd derivatives are then

replaced by the corresponding 2nd order accurate finite difference approximations:
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and

aAk ·__,_J

au (A.3)

du2

where ~u = lI(N-1).

(A4)

Before discussing the equations themselves any further, we first digress to

discuss the computation of the I and k vectors using the approximations (A.3-AA).

Mathematically, because

k . I must be exactly zero:

However, because Ij and kj are computed using the finite difference approximation

(A.3-A4), the inner product of the two vectors can deviate slightly from O. If this

error is not corrected, one can obtain significant Lorentz forces parallel to the flux

tube, which is unphysical. Therefore, after first computing a trial value of kj using

equation (AA), we then make the correction k j -? k j - (lj . kj )Ij .

Using approximations (A.3-AA) with the corrections noted above, equation

(Al) becomes converted to a system of 8N coupled first order nonlinear ordinary

differential equations (ODE's).

dA- .
d~'J = fi,j(Ak,j-l, A k J, Ak,j+l; k = 1,2,...8), (A.5)

for i E (1,2, ...8), j E (I ,2,..N ). The set of equations (A.5) can be solved using
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anyone of several standard methods (we use the 4th order Runge-Kutta method

with adaptive step size control [Press et. al. 1989] with an additional Alfven speed

Courant limit.)

There is one additional modification to the standard ODE solution methods

described above that we have found necessary. The left hand sides of equations

(2.22-2.25) are written as time derivatives at constant u, When the equations are

discretized, small high-order error terms are introduced which eventually (after

several hundred time steps) cause the mesh points to drift away from their uniform

spacing along the flux tube, unless some feedback or correction terms are

introduced. Therefore, after each successful integration of equations (A.5), we first

compute the quantity U'j = s'lL, where L is the total length of the tube and S'j is

the length of the tube up to mesh point j from the origin mesh point. We then

define (,Uj == U'j - Uj' where Uj = U - l)/(N - 1). Then all variables Aj •j are

corrected by subtracting from them the term (aAj./au) (,Uj' where aAj./au is

computed from equation (A.3-A.4). We have found that these corrections are

always very small, and that they keep the mesh points uniform to an accuracy of

better than 10-4.
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(B.l)

APPlENDJrX IB

Parallel Flow near the Loop Apex - Diverging or Converging ?

Our goal in this Appendix is to analyze the parallel flow induced in the loop

as a result of tube plasma attempting to establish hydrostatic equilibrium (HE) in

the parallel direction. In carrying out this analysis, we ignore the flow of plasma

from the leading leg to the following leg generated by the Coriolis force. We

consider only the diverging or converging flow symmetric about the apex generated

by maintaining HE along the loop. We want to determine the circumstances under

which the flow is diverging (i.e. a "down flow") or converging (i.e. an "up flow") at

the loop apex. To this end, we start from equation (2.7) (see also Spruit 1981):

:. [ :] = : [a: -U'k]'
which is derived from the ideal MHD induction equation and mass conservation.

Here, u/ represents the parallel component of the velocity, s is arclength along the

loop, P is the density of tube plasma and the vector k = alias = a2r/as 2 is the

curvature vector of the tube. Based on equation (B.l), the divergence of u/ at the

loop apex is:

au/ = .!!..-[ln~] _ ~as dt p R ' (B.2)

where u, is the rising speed of the apex and R is the radius of curvature at the

apex of the loop. Since d Idt =u, d Idr where r is the radial distance of the loop

apex to the center of the Sun, equation (B.2) can be rewritten as:
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(BA)

I,
I.
!

~/ =u, .!L[ln B] _~ =u, [_1_ dpb _ l-E£. _ 1-], (B.3)
as dr p R 2Pb dr p dr R

where Pb == B 2/81t is the magnetic pressure. We define f3 == Pe/Pb, with Pe being

the external pressure, then the internal gas pressure P = (l - 1If3)Pe : Furthermore,

!!.P.- _ ss: dP _ .l£.. tiP
dr -dPdr-yPdr'

because the gas inside the tube evolves adiabatically. Here r == cp /e'\) is the ratio of

specific heats. Therefore, equation (B.3) becomes

~ ~u,{;:. ;[p;] - ~ (1- :/~)Pe ;[[1- ~]Pe] - ~}

= u,{[~ -;] ~p + [t + ){I ~ 1I~)]; [~] -~}. (B.5)

where Hp is the external pressure scale height

To maintain HE along the loop, the height variation of f3 must satisfy the

following equation (see e.g. Chou & Fisher 1989; Fisher, Chou & McClymont

1989):

(B.6)

where Te is

1 ill! =__1_ oT /Te

~(f3 - 1) dr Hp 1 - OTrre '

the external temperature, T is the temperature inside the tube, and

oT == Te - T. Since p:» 1 and lOT ITe I < 1 are true throughout the evolution of

the rising loop, (B.6) can be simplified to

d [ I] 1 sr
dr If = H

p
T

e
.

Substituting equation (B.7) into equation (B.5) we obtain
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(B.8)

aul == ~[.l _1.- + [~ + 1.- + 1-1-] oT _ Hp ]
dS Hp 'Y 2 2 Y "{ f3 r, R

_ u, [1 1 13 or n, ]- - - - - + -- - - .
Hp 'Y 2 2 r, R

We can see that l/'y - 112 == 0.1 which is always positive. To simplify the problem,

we assume that HplR <c:: 0.1 and thus can be ignored (which is not always true).

We then find from equation (B.8) that the flow at the apex is always diverging

(dutldS > 0), if the tube plasma is colder than the external plasma, i.e.

oT == Te - T > O. For converging parallel flow, the temperature inside the tube has

to be sufficiently higher than the external temperature so that I(f3/2)BT rre I is greater

than 1/"{ - 112.

In our simulations, oT = 0 initially. As the loop rises, oT becomes negative

because the external temperature gradient is superadiabatic, whereas the tube plasma

evolves adiabatically. In the deep convection zone, the magnitude of (f3/2)oTrre

remains very close to zero because the external temperature is nearly adiabatic.

Thus, dutlds remains positive (divergent). When the loop reaches the upper

convection zone where the temperature stratification becomes significantly superadi-

abatic, the negative term (pl2)oT ITe becomes substantial (I(p/2)oT ffe I ;:» 0.1) and

a strong converging parallel flow sets in. We find that oT ITe is essentially deter-

mined by the external stratification, while p DC B-2. Therefore, for loops with

weaker field strength, the converging flow sets in earlier at greater depths and is re-

latively stronger.
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